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INTRODUCTION
Students of the physical sciences and mathematics are constantly reminded to seek the simplest
answer that satisﬁes the problem at hand. In practice, however, this motto is seldom followed.
The sciences are particular vulnerable as accepted doctrines become embellished with complex
mathematics. Theoreticians become so removed from reality that they are no longer able or
willing to view an issue from square one. Practitioners simply take the theoretician’s word for
many issues as they ﬁnd the mathematics too diﬃcult to follow. As a result, theories take on an
inviolable persona. It took a millenium and a half for the earth-centered universe to fall. How
long will it take for the some of the current scientiﬁc models — notably the spdf/nlms electron
model of atoms ─ to fall?
Several years ago, I.M. Klotz of Northwestern University wrote of mankind’s fascination with
numbers (The Mathematical Intelligencer, 17, 43 (1995)): he called it “the mysticism of numbers”.
I believe that the number 666 is illustrative of that mysticism. I can see a group of men squatting
in a dusty biblical alley. The shooter tosses the bones for three boxcars. “Oh, hell. How the
devil am I going to make that? I’m in BIG trouble.” Wagers are piled on. Losing his home, he
knows 666 is bad news all right. He passes the bones to someone else, but watches in dread
of the hell he’ll catch from the missus when he gets home. Talk about a living hell. Soon the
new shooter rolls Cyclops (111), falls to his knees, and cries, “Oh god, help me”. Fellow wagers
heap deeds into the pot for a SURE thing. After a few tosses, cyclops strikes again. The shooter
falls on his knees in thankful prayer. Miracle of miracles. Numbers go mystic. Interestingly, Klotz
excludes QUANTUM NUMBERS from this fascination and obsession with numbers. Unlike the
above, these are said to be BASED ON scientiﬁc fact and thus the absolute TRUTH. To many
scientists, these quantum numbers are solid as “The Rock”, gospel so to speak; some view them
with quiet agnosticism; most listen and don’t give a hoot — no more quizzes; no more orals. As I
ﬁgure it, scientists are part of mankind, too; except maybe for a few aliens who reportedly came
out of the European woods in the ﬁrst half of the last century to give us those quantum numbers.
Have scientists been shooting a little craps [mysticism of numbers] here, too?
I spent most of my childhood in a house whose number was 629. This number does not seem
very remarkable until one looks at it from an operator point of view. The number two (2) can be
. Do 6
visualized as an operator that allows the number six to ﬂow into the number nine
and 9 have any special relationship? Probably not, but an operator can be envisioned even if no
relationship exists. Does a similar relationship exist for the Chinese Yin-Yang? Is there a simple
operator between moronic and genius behavior?
The intent of this book is to take a fresh view of several scientiﬁc problems. In each case, the
object is to look at the issue from a simple, practical view while aware of the many years of
mathematical treatment. Short treatises will be given to practical approaches to Avogadro’s
number, radioactivity, tunneling and gravity. Quite extensive treatments will be given to the
electronic structure of atoms and the resulting structure of covalently bonded molecules, to a
simple organic reaction, to superconductivity, and to the critical state of matter. This book is
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written to have each topic stand alone. In each case, the object has been to follow the KISS
(KEEP IT SIMPLE SCIENCE) principle for each topic.
The following booklets by the author are copyrighted with the USLIBCONG and contain additional
information about the various topics in this book:
The Electronic Puzzle, 1994, TXu 643-452
The Delta State: Molecular Carpooling, 1995, TXu 725-564
Mole, Bits, and Cubes, 1996, TX 593-728
The MCAS Way, 1999, TXu 925-324
Modeling the MCAS Way, 2001, TXu 999-413
Keep It Simple Science, 2004, Txu 1-180-106
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THE BINARY MOLE
ABSTRACT
Avogadro’s number should reﬂect its relationship to radioactivity and thus be a power of 2.

Scientists strive for accuracy, but often mistake precision for it. They look for the ninth or tenth
decimal place of Avogadro’s number ─ relating it to the arbitrarily deﬁned mass of a chunk of
metal in France. Better that they should base it on the logic that follows from their scientiﬁc
studies. The number must be an integer and, from radioactive decay, it must be a multiple of 2
to end with an integer of 1. To minimize any change in the gram, Avogadro’s number should be
deﬁned as

No = 279 = 604 462 909 807 314 587 353 088 = 6.0446 x 10

23

This establishes Avogadro’s number as unarguably accurate and precise to 24 digits! Actually,
the accuracy and precision are inﬁnite, as the number is an integer. Attention should be turned
to establishing the mass of that chunk of metal and worrying about its precision — not the
reverse. Better to have one value established with certainty based on scientiﬁc logic than have
all uncertain.
Standards bodies and precious metals purveyors have howled at any change in the speciﬁcation
of the gram and Troy ounce, but chemists and physicists should lead the way for objectivity.
The change to the binary value of Avogrado’s number is only 0.36%. How would it feel to know
the mass of a carbon-12 atom to the 23rd decimal place? Quite the standard — as long as the
gram-mole value of 12C remains 12! The hard sciences deserve to feel so solid.
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RADIOACTIVITY - ATOMIC ALARM CLOCKS
ABSTRACT
Just as the electronic structure of an atom is marvelously systematic, the internal mechanism of an atomic nucleus
should be like a clock who individual components are held together by powerful forces. Radiation occurs when
weak regions of these various ﬁelds align. When properly aligned, an unstable portion of the nucleus interacts
with the exterior of the nucleus either through emission or capture. An alarm is sounded in the form of radiation.
Unstable, radioactive nuclei are thus atomic alarm clocks.

DISCUSSION
Nuclei are held together by very powerful means as they contain enormous energy (E=mc2).
It is not clear that these powerful forces need to be separate entities from the electromagnetic
force, but let’s leave that for the time being. Current QM and string theories hold that within the
nucleus is a “weak” force, which accounts for any radioactive behavior. A “weak” force inside
a “strong” force-controlling behavior seems a bit strange. This is especially true when one
remembers that some radioactivity proceeds by electron capture. An alternate explanation that
involves only “strong” forces would appear more likely and is given herein.
Experiments have shown that a nucleus, even the simplest, is not a simple sphere, but a
collection of agglomerates (actually well deﬁned entities) of subatomic particles. The force ﬁeld
that holds them all together will not be a smooth, uniform sphere, but more like a soccer ball
with seams. The seams may be strong, occasionally weak in spots, or weak in many places.
The weaknesses should be equivalent to “holes” and, in the extreme, the soccer ball will be
like a whiﬄe ball; actually more like the oriental carved spheres within carved spheres. Aligned
“holes” provide windows of opportunity for interactions between objects inside and outside the
nucleus-deﬁning force ﬁeld. As components of the nucleus move, the various force ﬁelds will
also change and speciﬁc weaknesses will come and go.
Some particles, like the proton, are extremely (inﬁnitely?) stable, while others are not; e.g.,
unbounded neutrons. Likewise, subatomic particles will have varying stabilities. Being unstable,
of course, is a relative term as an ”unstable” agglomerate can persist indeﬁnitely in a suﬃciently
strong container. In keeping the number of force types to a minimum, the force ﬁelds about
subatomic particles should be like those about the nucleus. Thus, subatomic particles are also
soccer balls with ﬂawless or ﬂawed seams, just like the nucleus.
Given an opportunity to do something besides roaming around and interacting with other
agglomerates within a particular container, an unstable agglomerate will release a portion of
itself outside of the container or draw an electron inside. There is no weak force involved in
this, only ﬂaws in the fabrics of the various strong ﬁelds. This is radioactivity ─ the passing of
matter (energy) through a window of opportunity. The energy of the release will depend on the
properties of the unstable agglomerate being released. The released energy will usually diﬀer
from the force holding the nucleus together.
5
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Nuclear components do not meander around aimlessly either. They move in clockwork precision.
If certain conditions are met, the clock will sound an alarm by releasing a portion of the nucleus
or capturing an electron. This alarm is picked up as radioactivity. The nuclei of some elements
have several alarm conditions. The next alarm condition reached determines the nature of the
release. Radioactive atoms are thus atomic alarm clocks.
An alignment of weaknesses in the various force ﬁelds and whether the unstable component
is “pointed” in the direction of the aligned weaknesses are the conditions that must be met for
radioactivity (see Figure 1). The concentric alignment indicated in the ﬁgure indicates the number
of required conditions (here 5) and NOT a speciﬁc alignment of weaknesses. Indeed, there may
be many conditions and few actual weakness alignments involved in the alarm mechanism.
Like gears in a clock, each of the conditions will move in a speciﬁc manner. Only when the
alarm condition occurs will the nucleus be unlocked and a window of opportunity presented
for emission or capture. Stable nuclei could be the result of their having no weaknesses in
their various force ﬁelds or no unstable component. Very short-lived nuclei will have lots of
“holes” in their various force ﬁelds and maybe many unstable agglomerates. Very long-lived,
but radioactive, nuclei will have few weaknesses and will seldom achieve alarm alignments. Do
you see the tunneling enigma?

Fig 1 Atomic Alarm Clock
A simple illustration of the alarm-clock process using 12 entities equally spaced and moving in a
uniform manner is shown in Table I. Here, the lined-up, weakness event is achieved in the 12th
position. If the unstable component is pointed towards it (here Y - box in gray to highlight), an
alarm event occurs, otherwise the condition is passed. The situation will be random in actuality,
but is alternated here for convenience. With large numbers, a random situation will hardly diﬀer
from an alternating one. With small numbers of nuclei, the random event will cause “spurts” of
releases with some accompanying “silent” intervals. Note that in the case presented here there
is only one event during each of the 3rd, 4th and 5th half-lives in this case.
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Table I. Simulated radioactive Decay
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TUNNELING – A TIME PHENOMENON
ABSTRACT
Tunneling is a “time-related” event wherein a high barrier is present nearly all of the time. At the time that a particle
or electron “tunnels”, the barrier is much lower and no tunneling actually occurs! It only appears to be so.

DISCUSSION
One of the fascinating concepts in physics (and chemistry more subtly) is “tunneling”. It is based
on the premise that the reverse of going from state A to state B is microscopically reversible
and can only occur by passing through the same Transition State. Any deviation from this must
be tunneling. The usual view of such a sequence is a time-invariant, microscopically reversible,
thermodynamic one. That neither condition is entirely true seems to have been overlooked. Two
examples will be given to illustrate.

THE CASE OF THE PARTICLE IN THE BOX
This is the classic tunneling scenario. A particle is in a nucleus (box) and is assumed to only
escape by going through the Transition State required for a particle to enter into the box. The
situation is presented in Figure 2. The particle in the box almost always tunnels out while eﬀorts
to put the same particles into the box goes through the max. That this is so should cause a
bit of alarm. The alarm should be that TWO diﬀerent phenomena are occurring and are being
interpreted in light of only one invariant condition. What is missing is that the situation is NOT
time-invariant!

Fig 2 Particle -in-a-Box Problem
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In the case of the particle in the box, two phenomena are lumped together: a predominant
situation and an occasional event. Most of the time the particle does indeed stay in the box,
as the energy for its escape is high. Occasionally, however, a window of opportunity occurs in
which the energy for escape is lower. When this “window” appears, the particle either escapes
or not depending on its attitude (“direction of movement”), that will, on the average, occur 1/2
of the time that the window opens. The energy of this escape event is easily measured as
radioactive energy release and has nothing to do with the energy needed to put a particle in the
box. Whether a window can occur depends on the interaction of the particle and the bounding
ﬁeld. The addition of the particle into the box will almost NEVER occur when a window is open!
Indeed, if there is no particle in the box, there may never be a lower energy window. Tunneling
is not boring through the energy barrier; tunneling is just the time-dependent occurrence of
a window of opportunity that thermodynamic model fails to acknowledge. Do you see the
signiﬁcance of the clock alignment release of a particle and tunneling now?

THE CASE OF THE MISTAKEN MECHANISM
In ﬁrst year organic chemistry, students learn about SN2 reactions. The simplest is the reaction of
a chloride ion with chloromethane to give chloromethane and chloride ion — a simple exchange
reaction. The reaction is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig 3 Simple Chemical Reaction
The process seems nice and simple. Indeed, the taught scenario is one in which the halide
ion slams into the halocarbon to a point where the two halogen atoms are equidistant from the
carbon atom at which time the non-attacking halogen leaves in the other direction. The forward
and reverse reactions are the same and microreversible. Does it happen? Not likely. As the
halide ion approaches, an electron is probably passed to the distorted halocarbon. Support for
10
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this mechanism is provided by O. Foss [cited by J.O. Edwards in J. Am. Chem. Soc., 76, 1540
(1954)] who observed in 1947-1949 that nucleophilicity follows electrode potential. Edwards
showed it was mathematically the dominant factor! One would conclude from this that e-transfer
occurs before a symmetrical Transition State can be reached. The post Transition State path will
not be the same as the forward. Thus, while the forward and reverse paths may have the same
Transition State energy (for like-halide ion exchange, but not likely for any other reaction), they
do not occur at the same distance along the reaction path (see Figure 4). The reverse reaction
does not proceed up the path that the forward direction has come down as the electrons are
not distributed the same. In the sense of the particle in the box, the reaction will have tunneled.
Of course, there has been no tunneling at all.

Fig 4 Simple Chemical Reaction With “Tunneling”

COMMENTS
Total microscopic reversibility will rarely, if ever, occur. Forward and reverse paths are almost
never the same. A catalyst is said to simply lower the energy maximum of a reaction, as it has
no eﬀect on the energies of the reactants or products. Considering that a primary function of a
catalyst is to facilitate e-transfer, it is likely that the catalyst favors one direction over the other
as in the case of the SN2 reaction discussed above. When tunneling is deemed the mechanism,
one should worry that not all the marbles have been located.
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GRAVITY SIMPLIFIED
ABSTRACT
Gravity is the “tuning” of the universe to a maximum crescendo. In string theory it would be the clustering of like
string bits. The universe may go to maximum dissociation of matter to energy (thermodynamic law), but in the
meantime gravity will maximize components locally.

DISCUSSION
An explanation for gravity is listed as one of the 11 greatest unanswered questions of physics
[Discover Vol. 23 No. 2 (February 2002)]. Many had tried. Einstein spent much of his later life
trying. A current NASA probe is scheduled to address Einstein’s warped space idea (Albuquerque
Journal, April 21, 2004, pA10). A proper explanation has been sought under two hypotheses: that
gravity is a separate force from other forces and that it ﬁts the quantum theory ideal (thus, the
proposed “graviton”). After a fruitless 75-year attempt to explain gravity with these restrictions
and make it ﬁt a grand uniﬁcation theory, it is about time those hypotheses were questioned.
Consider the simple equations for electronic and gravity interactions as the starting point for
pondering what causes gravity.
Electrostatics

E = F (q1q2)/r2

Gravity

E = G (m1m2)/r2

Gravity would not be an unanswered question if it could be shown that an object emits an omnidirectional, electrostatically neutral wave that maximally combines with similar waves. This
contrasts with like-charge electrostatic waves that, while additive, minimally combine because
their sources repel. The combining force must be positive, but not very large compared to
electrostatic forces. The existence of such a neutral wave has been the diﬃculty.
The traditional view of a neutral body has a single-component electrostatic ﬁeld that is zero at
all distances from the object (Figure 5). Neglected in this view are the ever-present positive
and negative ﬁelds generated by the many charged entities that form the objects. Opposing
electrostatic waves from an object do not cancel, but nullify each other by opposition. The
intensity of the resulting neutral wave is the sum of all the individual electrostatic waves. Since
most matter is made up of very tiny, charged species, the intensity of the neutral wave will also
be directly related to mass; hence the similarity of the gravity mass formula to the electrostatic
charge formula. In quantum theory vernacular, the interaction of two neutral electrostatic waves
is equivalent to orbital overlap (think BIG spheres) with no net electrostatic repulsion or attraction
from the sources. Here, the positive (red; dextral?) components combine; so do the negative
(green; sinistral?) ones. Waves form a diminishing, 3-D mesh (plane? — as currently is the
rage) out to inﬁnity. The resultant (black) remains neutral, but the crescendo (pull) rises as the
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overlap maximizes — halting only when the two masses slam together. The force constant (G)
is weak, but positive, for the overlap.

Fig 5 Electrostatics of Neutral Bodies
Another law of the universe: “Charges Amass” — order from chaos even as the 2nd Law of
Thermodynamics grinds away. The BIG BAND plays on even while it sweats. This explains the
scientiﬁc dilemma of why we have any order at all. That electrons have spin allows another kind
of order (spiral) to occur. This issue will be addressed later.
The “fabric” of a universe is a neutral, 3-dimensional, double weave. Gravity is simply the
propensity of like-charge waves to overlap. Any uniﬁcation theory that includes electrostatic
charge forces already provides the means for handling gravity. Gravity does not require, nor
have, an independent source. For three-quarters of a century, some of our most intellectual
scientists have searched for an independent source of gravity for their grand uniﬁcation of
forces. All have failed, as there is none. Gravity is a subset feature, not an independent set.
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THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ATOMS
ABSTRACT
The behavior of electrons at the atomic level should not be different than their behavior at the macro-level. The
current models assume that they differ, while the MCAS model, described herein, does not.

INTRODUCTION
I have spent over 50 years building, remodeling, and painting houses and packing boxes.
From these activities, I have marveled at the beautiful 3-D symmetry created by craftsmen and
nature and its aesthetic appeal to artists. I have also spent 45 years mentally and physically
manipulating chemical compounds and atoms. Much of this time has been spent on models
generated by others — many of whom have received Nobel prizes for their eﬀorts.
In recent years, I have wondered about some of the models engendered by those fabled
masters. What I have found is that some, beautiful as they may be, are inherently limited. They
are limited because they fail to accommodate 3-D components that can not be rendered from 2D. The masters have decreed that things are diﬀerent at the atomic level even though this level
formulates the substances of our real world! This is a stretch of faith that I no longer accept.
Finding the accepted electronic models unsatisfactory in explaining some of my own experimental
results, I set out a decade ago to ﬁnd a model that would explain them while remaining consistent
with previous data. To do so, I had to think outside the “box” created by the legends of science.
My 3-D approach has allowed me to see atoms from a diﬀerent vantagepoint — a vantagepoint
that has gone unexplored since those mavens accepted OR-duality and electron spin-reversal
to justify homophilic cohabitation of orbital space by electron pairs.
My electronic model of atoms demonstrates that
1. Atoms are more like blocks than spheres. Thus, atoms can truly be called nature’s
“building blocks”.
2. Laws that govern electrons at the atomic level are the same ones that govern them
in our macro-world. Electrons do not possess “OR” duality (wave OR particle), but rather
they possess “AND” duality. In the absence of a model that allows things to be the same
at the atomic and macro-environments, it is perfectly reasonable to adopt one that can be
mathematically described. But as the MCAS model demonstrates, electrons do NOT need
to be diﬀerent at the atomic level! Thus, it is quite illogical to think otherwise.
3. Electron-spin predestined the predominant singular twist of natural molecules (i.e.,
DNA). With a singular spin, electrons ﬂow chirally around nuclei. Thus, electronic orbitals
possess built-in chirality. Atoms of the universe were the ﬁrst to have a one-way traﬃc
system.
4. The electronic structure about an atom is dynamically ﬂexible. As more electrons
surround a nucleus, more optimal packing arrangements must occur. At extremely high
15
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speeds, electrons tune to each other’s velocity, position, and charge to occupy observed
energy states. The “uncertainty principle” applies to man and his tools, not to electrons.
5. Having a mathematical description does NOT validate a model. Degenerate, funny
shaped orbitals (think dz2) in the currently accepted model highlight the power of mathematics
to model anything and everything. With complete faith in mathematics, intellectuals no longer
revisit the reasons for its epicycles; any error is unthinkable. Generations are duped by tons
of scripture that turn theory into law. Unbiased introspection is lost, even as intellectuals are
certain it is otherwise. Heretics are just ignored by the powers that be and their views go
unseen by the masses.
6. The current quantum-mechanical model for electrons around atoms is NOT correct.
The quantum theoretical approach is validated by the photoelectric eﬀect. It is the spdf/nlms
model that is not correct. The electronic cloud around a hydrogen atom is NOT spherical; it
is tetrahedral and chiral. Electrons of atoms retain their velocity by attraction and repulsion
with the nucleus. Thus, they are nuclear powered.

PREFACE
Extensions and applications of the author’s MCAS electron approach to atomic and molecular
orbitals are broken up into four parts that have a separate Introduction and Summary.
A. MCAS MODELS
This part provides an overview of the MCAS approach to atomic orbitals and molecular
bonding.
B. ELECTROSTATICS FOR MCAS MODELS
This part provides electrostatic calculations for MCAS-formulated molecules. Such
electrostatic models would be impossible with current methodology because of electronelectron repulsion. Contour gradients are shown for a number of molecules. Correlations
with NMR chemical shifts are made.
C. QUANTUM ASPECTS
This part discusses atomic orbital description, why the current methodology is faulty, and
provides new quantum numbers for packing (“stoghing”) electrons around the nucleus.
D. REACTIONS THE MCAS WAY
This part provides a mechanism for SN2 reactions based on MCAS modeling. The
mechanism involves an electron-transfer in the Transition State. As a result, microscopic
reversibility can not occur and the concept is trashed.
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MODELING THE MCAS WAY
ABSTRACT
This portion of the book provides a brief description of molecular modeling based on the author’s novel electronic
structure of atoms called the MCAS model. Single and “triple” bonds are covered as well as simple and complex
double bonds.

INTRODUCTION
The MCAS model of the electronic structure of atoms describes an orderly placement of the
electrons around the nucleus without the need for electron spin reversal. This is achieved through
opposing electron motion in nested orbitals that is equivalent to spin reversal. Major restructuring
of a shell is part of the model when the electron load requires it. The energy required to maintain
an electron in an orbit is provided by its interaction with the nucleus ─ synchronization between
electron and nucleus motion being required; attraction and repulsion implicit!
Before proceeding, it is appropriate to comment on two issues: electron spin-pairing and
electronic orbital character. In the beginning, the great coin of the universe was ﬂipped: heads
to the right; tails to the left. The “hand” (spin) of the electron thus determined. Spin reversal
available only through the hand of the creator, although mathematical magicians might make it
seem otherwise. Not even the magicians suggest that the charge can change!
Associated with a nucleus, an electron forms a synchronous unit. Spectral data dictate that
the motions of electrons are precisely repetitive! The physical volume of an electron is tiny,
but its duality component (electrostatic charge) radiates diﬀusely outward at 1/r2 to yield an
electrostatic cloud. Figure 6 shows the radiation (planar to the paper) of the nucleus (red) and
an electron (blue) for temporal locations of a four-lobed (tetrahedral) distribution. The probability
of an electron’s electrostatic presence being felt at inﬁnite is 1 with an intensity of 1/∞2, no matter
where the electron might be in its orbit! The probability that an electron’s physical orbit extends
beyond its spectral signature, however, is 0.

Fig 6 Planar Electrostatic Presence of Electron and Nucleus
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The probability that two electrostatic clouds will overlap is always 1! Electrostatic repulsion
will always operate to nullify orbital overlap when an electron is present in each orbital. The
probability that the orbitals of two electrons could be overlapped by spin-reversal is thus 0 as
no change in electrostatic nature occurs even if spin-reversal could occur. This is the fallacy of
the spdf/nlms model. Two electrons moving in opposite directions will appear spin-paired and,
as such, provides an allowable alternative to spin reversal and forms the basis of “The MCAS
Way”.

ORBITALS THE MCAS WAY
The most basic electron orbital in the MCAS electronic model is the M (multi-lobed) orbital.
The motion in this orbital is a 3-dimensional version of a hypotrochoid (Figure 7) that yields
a tetrahedrally disposed electrostatic cloud (Figure 6). Note that the nucleus (colored red in
Figure 6) can be seen and hence provides routes of attraction of another atom’s electrons. This
is in sharp contrast to the commonly accepted spherical s-orbital that should present a uniform
negative picture to another atom! The mathematician should be able to model either. Indeed, the
M orbital is just like a sp3 -hybrid orbital set wherein a single electron roams the four orbitals.

Fig 7 Hypotrochoid Model of Electron Motion around a Nucleus
For ease of spatial comprehension, this M-orbital can be visualized as part of a cube (top left
of Figure 8). Oﬀset colored (dark blue) blocks located at the four diagonal CORNERS OF THE
CUBE INDICATE the ORIENTATION of the lobes and NOT their SHAPE. Another M orbital nests
(light blue oﬀset blocks) to form the opposing electron motion [top right of Figure 8]. When more
electron density is required at a speciﬁed distance (energy level) from the nucleus, an M orbital
converts to a C orbital containing 4 electrons (1 per lobe). One M to C conversion completes
before another begins. Thus, Hund’s rule is no longer needed. When even more electron
density is required, the C (cubic or corner) orbital conﬁguration rearranges to the A (anticubic)
conﬁguration wherein the lobes are aligned towards the center of the cube’s edges (12) and
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faces (6). When even more electron density is needed, the A orbital conﬁguration converts to the
S (square-faced) conﬁguration wherein the electrons’ lobes are aligned towards the corners (8)
and the three faces that form corners (3*8=24) between those of the A conﬁguration. Hence the
electronic aufbau completed shell levels are 2 (M2), 8 (C8), 18 (A18), 32 (S32) with every electron
of a given level of a noble element being identical! The 3-dimensional spatial distribution of the
lobes can be easily visualized with the help of cubes (Figure 8).

Fig 8 Spatial Distribution of the MCAS Atomic Orbitals
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The M orbital is a four-fold single electron orbital that replaces Bohr’s orb. As such, it provides
clear paths for positive-negative electrostatic interactions. The M orbital will be shown in blue in
this paper, although the four degenerate C-orbitals of this M-orbital at higher electron loadings
will also; the fourth blue-colored lobe will normally be placed unseen below the plane of the
page. C-orbitals are single-lobed; one set colored aqua and the other blue. For simple bonding
(elements in rows 1 and 2) only the M and C orbitals are involved. These are shown in Figure
9. Truncated cube models of the MC electron loadings are more accurate as they indicate
the absence of electron density with missing corners. However, except for hydrogen and
helium, the corners are not completely devoid of electrons as the underlying electron level is
ﬁlled. Unfortunately, truncated ﬁgures are diﬃcult to fabricate with the modeling program used.
Fortunately, untruncated ﬁgures like those in Figure 9 can normally be used without signiﬁcant
mental strain.
Note in Figure 8 that a more symmetrical agglomerations of orbitals replace the current d and
f orbitals. Thus there is no need for the funky dz2 -orbital or having to ﬁgure out how to place
7 f-orbitals symmetrically. Unlike the stoic spdf/nlms model, the MCAS model recognizes
that the overall electronic structure of each level is likely to change as electrons are added or
removed.
The electronic structures available to the elements of the ﬁrst two rows of the periodic chart
are given in Figure 9. Note particularly the similarity of H and C (when excited to C4), hence,
the placement of H above C. Also note He and Ne. Second row electronic sizes should be
just enough larger than the ﬁrst so that the ﬁrst electronic shell does not freely rotate within the
second shell. Alternating shells will have alternating electron motion to keep the nuclei properly
bathed in as symmetrical an electron density as possible. These underlying electrons play a
signiﬁcant role in the bonding of higher atomic weight elements; e.g., sulfur with oxygen and
phosphorous with itself.

Fig 9 MCAS Atomic Orbitals for Periodic table Rows 1 and 2
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BULLIES, WIMPS, AND THE REST
The struggle for total electronic counterbalancing can be summed up this way: those that can
take; those that can not cede or form a cooperative union. Thus, are born ionic and covalent
unions. In the ﬁrst three periods, the rule of 2 (M2) or 8 (C8) prevails; just like Lewis wanted, but
the e-pairing is somewhat diﬀerent! The business at hand is to negate all unopposed electronic
motions! In the “ionic” case, the opposing motion will be achieved by centering the motion
about each individual nucleus. In the “covalent” case, the opposing motion will be achieved
by centering it between the two nuclei. Note that it is the “motion” of the electrons and not the
electrons themselves that is “centered”! Electrostatics requires that the two opposing electrons
remain as far from one another as possible. Thus, the probability that they will form an elevated
electrostatic presence on a line between two nuclei is 0. A covalent bond now looks no diﬀerent
than an ionic bond. The diﬀerent comes in the extent of the atomic network. Cooperative
(covalent) atoms are more like self-satisﬁed couples and small groups that can cluster in large
arrays if so ordered. Atomic BULLIES (anions) and WIMPS (cations), on the other hand, loathe
their own and love their opposite. Their satisfaction (electrostatic bliss) comes in the crystalline
or solvated state. The REST commingle.

SINGLE BONDED MOLECULES
Single bonds are the most straightforward. In this section the hydrogen molecule is addressed
followed by the chlorine molecule, and then the ﬁrst few simple alkanes.
A. THE HYDROGEN MOLECULE
The hydrogen molecule provides the simplest “covalent” bond. In the spdf/nlms molecular
bonding concept this occurs with two spherical orbs merging with one of the electrons
changing spin. Electron density piles up between the nuclei, especially on the axis between
the two. In the MCAS bonding concept, the two tetrahedral orbitals mesh with the electrons
paired by counter motion. Untruncated models are shown in Figure 10. One M-orbital is shown
in aqua to emphasize its reversed placement. As in the current concept, electron density
is mainly between the nuclei as would be expected, but orbital integrity is preserved in this
case. Positive-negative electrostatics can be easily seen to dominate. Indeed, electrostatics
are the only interactions of concern (covered later in the section on Electrostatics of MCAS
Molecules). No electron spin reversal is necessary, just spin opposition.
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Fig 10 MCAS Model of the Hydrogen Molecule
Figure 10 shows the MCAS approach to bonding. Although M-orbitals are used in place of
spherical ones for the current MO model, the dichotomy of this approach with the current
approach is very clear. Note that there are no electrons in the “sigma” bond using the MCAS
approach. Placing electrons there negates the reason for the bond in the ﬁrst place; i.e.,
mutual covering of deﬁciencies and lowering of net energy through counterpoising the
electron action exo to the bond. Note that the current spdf/nlms-MO energy level diagram
can indicate both methodologies since the electrons are “paired”! It is the interpretation of
what that “pairing” means that is diﬀerent.
Positive-negative electrostatics is seen to be clearly operating in the MCAS approach. The
driving force in the spdf approach escapes me. Electron spin reversal, if possible, must be
quite energy intensive and electron-electron interactions must surely be the most repulsive
in the universe. So, whence is that net energy lowering indicated in the MO energy diagram
coming? Homophilic cohabitation of orbital space must have something really big going for
it! Frankly, I doubt it. No wonder such a huge slug of positive-negative electrostatics had
to be added to the spdf/nlms-MO modeling when trying to address ligands.
The bond energy is the result of the electrostatic interactions caused by the M-orbital
components located epi to the bond. Note the electron lobe diametrically opposite the
nucleus-nucleus axis. This is a common feature of saturated single bonds. In the case of
the hydrogen molecule, there are only two electrons and they will always be on opposite
sides of the bond at any given time. Since the bond is actually formed by trigonal, epicounterpoised orbitals, it should be called a Xi (Ξ) bond. To emphasize its sigma relation, it
might be called a sigma-Xi (σΞ) bond. Because of this, the current MO diagram is not quite
suﬃcient. The MO diagram should actually be like that in Figure 10.
COVALENT BONDING IN H2 IS PURELY ELECTROSTATIC. The internuclear distance
of a hydrogen bond is 0.74611 x 10 -10 meter. An attractive force must oﬀset the repulsive
forces of 4.14 x 10 -8 newton/molecule. The bond dissociation energy is 435.783 kJ/mole.
This is equivalent to moving the two nuclei to a separation of only 1.004 x 10 -10 meter, not
to inﬁnity. Why the molecule should dissociate even here while the orbitals of the current
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spdf/nlms-MO model still have signiﬁcant overlap is not clear. It is clear what happens when
the MCAS-MO model is used.
The MCAS electronic orbital model for atoms replaces the hydrogen spherical s-orbital with a
tetrahedrally lobed M orbital. Opposed orbital placement negates the need for spin reversal
of one electron. Bond formation occurs when vacant orbital regions overlap; i.e., combining
deﬁciencies reduces net electron deﬁciency. Maximum overlap occurs when the attraction
forces are equated to the repulsion forces. This value can be determined by a relationship
similar to the one shown in the electrostatic-interaction diagram below. There are only 2
electrons in the H2 molecule and they are always epi-counterposed on opposite sides of the
H—H internuclear axis. There are three interaction terms: +–e attraction and +–+ and e–e
repulsion terms. At the dissociation distance (Figure 11), there is insuﬃcient energy to keep
the electron orbitals associated with each nucleus from freely rotating (precessing). This
leads to their looking like spherical clouds with the result that there is a net e–e repulsion
and the atoms wander oﬀ. Consequently the bond is broken without having to expend the
energy required to take the atoms to inﬁnite separation. [Note that bond disruption because
of precessing would not be a factor if the orbitals were spherical! Indeed, the nuclei would
need to be carried to inﬁnite separation as the spdf/nlms-orbitals are deemed to reach
that far! Note also that the dissociation distance is just less than twice the Bohr radius (2
* 0.529 x 10 -10 m = 1.058 x 10 -10 m) for hydrogen.] The trick to forming a bond is to stop
orbital precession by anchoring the nuclei at an internuclear distance that will itself prevent
precessing when the anchor is released.

Fig 11 Precession of Separated Nuclei
The net result of this analysis is that the hydrogen electron orbital should not be viewed as
spherical, but rather as tetrahedrally lobed. Vibrations of the nuclei are caused as each orbital
“waxes and wanes” as the electron travels to the ends (return points) of the four diﬀerent
lobes of the M orbital; new meaning comes to the quarter-wave. Orbital reach should be
viewed as a ﬁnite dimension and not as stretching to inﬁnity even if electrostatic attraction
and repulsion can be shown to reach that far. Covalent bonds, like the H–H bond, are just
electrostatic bonds in which the electronic orbitals do not freely precess independently.
With ionic bonds, a crystal matrix is needed to restrict precessing.
B. THE CHLORINE MOLECULE
The MCAS structure of a chlorine atom’s valance shell is C4C3. A chlorine molecule occurs
when two chlorine atoms minimize each other’s deﬁciency. The MCAS structures and the MCAS
MO diagram are given in Figure 12. The similarity between the current MO notation and MCAS
MO notation is easily seen. Like that for the hydrogen molecule, however, the designations of
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the various levels are diﬀerent from the current spdf/nlms imagery. Bond destabilization to that
of a single bond is provided by e-e repulsion between the anti-Xi and the Xi-bond electrons;
otherwise the Xi-bond would be a triple bond! Hmm. There is no reason to expect the anti-Xi
destabilization to cancel the Xi-bond electron for electron. It is convenient to express it this
way, however, and to put the diﬀerence in the exo-sigma level designation. Anti-Xi electrons can
transfer (resonate) between atoms via the fourth orbital -- the one that forms the sigma bond.
In the case of chlorine, there in no net transfer and the electron motions are paired, hence the
molecule is diamagnetic.

Fig 12 Chlorine Molecule MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
C. THE SIMPLE ALKANES
MCAS single bond structures for the ﬁrst four alkanes are given in Figure 13. Carbon
is shown in its larger size. Carbon electrons are all in the C4 elevated state. Blue and
aqua colored electrons are used to indicate opposing electron placements. Orbit symmetry
and maximum distancing of electron density is readily apparent, especially in staggered
conﬁgurations.

Fig 13 MCAS Structures for the Simple Alkanes
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The C-C single (sigma) bond of ethane is like unto that for the chlorine molecule as can be
seen in Figure 14. Three electrons from each carbon are involved. The fourth electron of
each carbon is exo-counterpoised to the bond – a feature noted for the hydrogen molecule.
The sigma-Xi bond is their opposite. Instead of the anti-Xi electrons that occur in the
chlorine molecule, their Xi-bond replacements provide the e-e repulsion that reduces the
strength of the Xi-bond to that of a single bond. Thus, a B (bond) replaces the arrow in the
MO. Of course, the B has a direction equivalent to the electron it replaces. Actually, the
only electron involved is the one on the hydrogen that forms the bond. Using the B-arrow
notation indicates the situation more generally. There are no electrons in the anti-Xi orbital
to resonate.

Fig 14 Ethane MCAS Structure and C-C MO Diagram
Resistance to rotation about the sigma single bond is typically attributed to interactions of
electrons in opposing CH bonds. In the MCAS approach, the resistance is due to electron
orbital interactions between the carbons (see Figure 14 for ethane). This is more in harmony
with data that shows that the resistance to rotation about the CC bond of ethane is not
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that for the center CC of butane. Odd versus even carbon chain
length shows a bit of novelty, too. All of the single bonds in saturated alkanes are sigma-Xi
(σΞ) bonds.

TRIPLE-BONDED MOLECULES
Multiple bonds are those bonds that are stronger than are found in single bonded molecules.
The simple double and triple bonds will be covered here. Triple bonds are covered ﬁrst because
they are very closely related to the single bond!
A. ACETYLENE (ETHYNE)
The electronic structure of the acetylene C-C bond is much like that of the chlorine-chlorine
bond, except that in this case only a pair of trilobed M-electrons counters the six C3 electrons.
The MCAS structure and MO diagram are given in Figure 15. From this small e-e repulsion
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results the strength of the triple bond. Thus, a triple bond is just another tri-lobed Xi-bond.
The two anti-Xi electrons resonate as pairs. A triple bond has no π bonds!

Fig 15 Acetylene MCAS Structure and C-C MO Diagram
The M-orbital of acetylene is similar to its C3 counterpart that blooms out towards the
hydrogen atom of ethane, except there is only one electron in the three lobes instead of
three! (Compare the images in Figure 16.) This results in 1/3 the shielding that would occur
in the saturated alkane case; hence acetylenic protons will look a lot like alkyl protons in
NMR, but be a little less shielded. No fancy hand waving is needed and the hydrogen atoms
at BOTH ends of acetylene look just alike!

Fig 16 Proton NMR Environment
B. NITROGEN MOLECULE
The nitrogen molecule will look like the acetylene molecule where the carbon-hydrogen Xibonds are replaced with electrons. See the MCAS Structure and MO diagram in Figure 17.
The M-orbitals have been left blue here to emphasize them. M-orbitals are of lower energy
than C-orbitals. Thus, N2 is a very compact bundle with a minimally destabilized Xi-bond.
Added to this is the probability that the M-electrons exchange between atoms. This is in line
with its very high bond energy: 940 kJ/mole. The two anti-Xi electrons resonate as pairs.
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Fig 17 Nitrogen Molecule MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
C. NITRIC OXIDE
The Xi-bond model very adequately describes nitric oxide. In Figure 18, the blue orbital of
the nitrogen in NO is an M orbital. This will nullify each blue C-orbitals of oxygen only onethird of the time. As one oxygen C-orbital is empty, the net will be 1 unpaired electrons.
Resonance of the anti-Xi electrons allows the molecule to have an induced dipole.

Fig 18 Nitric Oxide MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
D. OXYGEN
The MCAS structure and MO diagram of oxygen are given in Figure 19. The ﬁlling pattern of
NO continues with one electron in the three-lobed anti-Xi orbital and three electrons in each
of the three opposing anti-Xi orbitals. The net spin will be 2 unpaired electrons. The energy
gained by placing the three grouped electrons symmetrically about the atom-atom axis
outweighs that achieved by placing them symmetrically on either side of the bisecting axis
plane. Anti-Xi electrons transfer between atoms in non-synchronous motion with respect
to the perpendicular plane between the atoms will result in the observed net 2 electrons
unpaired (triplet state). Elevation to the singlet state eﬀects a synchronization of the four antiXi electrons as two mated pairs. Converting O2 to H2O2 with two hydrogen atoms causes the
σΞ-bond to be destabilized from a net double bond to a single bond.
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Fig 19 Oxygen Molecule MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
A double-bond version of the oxygen molecule that reﬂects what would have been predicted
with the octet rule is given in the double bond section later. The Xi-bond version given here,
however, has several superior features, not the least of which are the exo-counterpoised
electrons along the bond axis. The Xi-bond arrangement out-weighs the disadvantage of
having the unpaired electrons. The MCAS structure predicts the molecule to be paramagnetic
as observed.
E. CARBON MONOXIDE AND CYANIDE ION
A carbon monoxide molecule has the same number of electrons in the valence shell, as
does a nitrogen molecule. To eﬀect the best bond formation, one of the oxygen electrons
shifts to the carbon. After this, the remaining C1-electron on oxygen assumes an M-orbital
behavior, as shown by the blue orbitals in Figure 20. All this results in the observed, albeit
small, permanent dipole moment. The - CN radical will be similar with the negative charge on
the carbon atom. Both can form single bonds through the carbon atom by the loss of the
carbon exo-sigma electron. Resonance occurs when anti-Xi electrons are passed between
the atoms via the orbital in the sigma bond.

Fig 20 Carbon Monoxide MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
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SIMPLE DOUBLE BONDS
Double bonds provide a diﬀerent interaction of the atomic orbitals than is gotten with the Xibond. Instead of being staggered trigonally, they are cross-matched. The most common double
bonds involve carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. The most general cases have two bonds nominally
located in a plane at 120°.
Some ground rules need to be laid because bonding now is a bit more complicated than when
only single and "triple" bonds are involved:
•

First and foremost – atoms will “service/supply” electron density equitably to all their
neighbors with minimum alteration of their own base atomic orbitals. When part of a larger
symmetry group, conformity is required for the whole, not just one individual atom; i.e., that
the strongest total bonding and overall lowest energy will occur. The energy of the whole is
more important than the gyrations required of any single, or even all the single, individuals.

•

Bonds will be axially terminated, if at all possible.

With this said, it should not be surprising that only a few “double” bonds involve unaltered MCAS
base states. Caveat emptor is the rule as always. There may be more than one way to skin a
cat; er, assemble a molecule. The most energetically favorable WILL be the one used by the
molecule.
A. THE Π| AND Π_ BOND CONCEPT
A simple, double-bond electronic conﬁguration follows easily from the unaltered MCAS
atomic models (see Figure 21). What results is not the conventional σ/π-bond, but rather
a double π-bond. The π-bond in the plane is called the π_ bond and that perpendicular
to the plane is called the π| bond. The π_ bond electrons are shown energy neutral. The
energy of the bond is presented in the energy level of the π| bond.

Fig 21 The MCAS Model for a Simple Π|-Π─ Bond and MO Diagram
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B. OXYGEN-OXYGEN (Is there another way?)
One of the most perplexing molecules in applying the octet rationale is the oxygen molecule.
The octet approach seems quite logical as does the simple MCAS double-bond approach.
However, the higher positive charge of the oxygen nuclei pushes the nuclei apart while
decreasing the extent to which the electron orbitals reach. These two factors prevent
the orbital overlap needed to eﬀect this type bonding for oxygen as opposed to carbon.
(Electrostatic issues are discussed later.) Paramagnetism, of course, dictates that this is not
the structure that the molecule actually assumes. It is not that the octet/π|π_-bond approach
is an unrealistic model at ﬁrst sight, but rather that there is a lower energy mode available!
The Xi-bond formation (discussed earlier in Figure 19) simply provides that lower energy
state, even if a net of two electrons are unpaired.
C. CARBON-CARBON
1. Ethene
Ethene is the simplest double-bonded alkane. The octet rule and the base MCAS structure
coincide and adequately represent the molecule (Figure 22). Deshielding of the protons
in NMR results from the reduced electron density around the C-H bond and electron ﬂow
through the π_-orbital system.

Fig 22 Ethene MCAS Structure and MO Diagram
2. Allene and 1,3-Butadiene
MCAS structures for allene and 1,3-butadiene are given in Figure 23. The reason for the
perpendicular relationship of the protons in allene is readily apparent. In the anti form of
1,3-butadiene, the shortening of the single bond results from less anti-bonding electron
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Fig 23 MCAS Structure for Allene and 1,3-Butadiene
repulsion and e-transfer from π| to π| between the middle two atoms. The “delocalization”
energy of this molecule (and others, for that matter) is just the energy required to raise all of
the electrons to the proper level when the double bonds are hydrogenated. Thus, electrons
do not just eﬀortlessly wander over to higher energy alignments, they have to be motivated
to do so. That motivation comes in the form of reduced hydrogenation energy yield. In the
case of the isolated double bond that is used as the “standard”, only the electrons of the two
atoms that make up the bond need any signiﬁcant prodding and this prodding is lumped in
with the total energy of hydrogenating the bond.
D. CARBON-OXYGEN
MCAS structures for carbon dioxide and formaldehyde are shown in Figure 24. Carbon
dioxide is similar to allene, except electrons replace the four hydrogen atoms to form a
compact, tiny entity. The protons in formaldehyde are deshielded over those in ethene by
the general electron cloud polarization towards the oxygen.
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Fig 24 MCAS Structures for Carbon Dioxide and Formaldehyde

MULTIPLE-BONDS
A. THE T12-ORBITAL ELECTRON CONFIGURATION FOR Π| AND Π_ BONDS
Completing the circle of the eclipsed-butadiene form yields a Kekulé structure for benzene
(Figure 25). Extending the structure further yields a Kekulé structure for naphthalene. When
the Kekulé structures are reversed and superimposed, the symmetry and electronic orbital
conﬁgurations needed to handle multiple, equivalent neighbors with more than Xi-bond-type
requirements become clear.
From Figure 25 come a few observations. 1) For each atom, “blue” orbitals should combine
with “blue-green” orbitals to form three orbitals above and three orbitals below the plane with
three electrons alternately occupying either the upper or the lower trio; i.e. an electron piston
is formed. 2) Three orbitals (with an electron each) or bonds occur in the plane, precisely
in line with these lobes. 3) Three bonds occur in the plane, precisely staggered between
these other three.
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Fig 25 Benzene and Naphthalene MCAS Kekulé Structures
From the Kekulé conditions comes the T12 -orbital electron conﬁguration for atoms (Figure
26). The various components have been color-coded to further clarify the situation. The
traditional py-orbital is replaced with opposing sets of three orbitals (colored green and aqua).
These oscillating electrons will form π| -bonds and no electron transfer will occur between
atoms! The “blue” orbitals will contain an electron or be replaced with a bond. The three
“mauve-rose” orbitals in the plane contain one electron per atom, except for bridgehead
atoms that do not contribute an electron. It is rare that an atom will “loan” more than one
electron to the common cause. These orbitals will form π_-bonds. Electrons will ﬂow from
atom-to-atom in the plane through the π_-bonds. As with single and triple bonds earlier,
there are no electrons on the axis between two nuclei.

Fig 26 T12-Orbital Conﬁguration for Atoms
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B. AROMATICITY
1. Benzene and Naphthalene
Six T12-conﬁgurated atoms have been connected in Figure 27 to form the carbon structure
of benzene. Oscillating hydrogen atoms have been included, too. Three electrons per
carbon atom oscillate in and out of the plane (green-to-aqua and back). Those of alternating
atoms alternate. Think of benzene, as nature’s little six-cylinder engine with adjacent pistons
alternating (+-+-+-). Six electrons are located in the mauve and rose orbitals in the plane.
Since the hydrogen atoms see much less electron density than has occurred before now,
except for formaldehyde, they are much less shielded; hence, the observed NMR behavior.

Fig 27 T12-Orbital Structure for Benzene
Ten T12-conﬁgurated atoms have been connected in Figure 28 to form the carbon structure
of naphthalene. Note the bridgehead carbon atom structures.
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Fig 28 T12-Orbital Structure for Naphthalene
2. The 2(2n+1) Rule of Aromaticity
In the benzene structure (Figure 27), three electrons are associated with the mauve group
and three with the rose group. Thus, these six electrons are segregated into two groups:
2(2n+1); i.e., they do not form a single group deﬁned by the expression (4n+2)! The two sets
move counter-current to one another. Unlike the current spdf/nlms-MO approach where the
“free-ﬂowing” electrons meander in and out of the plane, these electrons move in the plane
(!) from one atom to another atom in the π_ bonds of the MCAS-T12 approach!!!
The MO for the carbon skeleton of benzene is given in Figure 29.

Fig 29 Carbon MO Structure of Benzene
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3. Graphite
If electrons actually had any tendency to pile up density in the manner suggested by the
spdf/nlms-MO approach and if they ﬂowed in and out of the plane via py -orbitals, they
might be expected to also ﬂow perpendicular to the carbon planes of graphite. Evidence,
however, shows that electrons ﬂow parallel to the plane! The π_-orbitals of the MCAS-T12MOs provide the extensive pathway. A segment for graphite is given in Figure 30.

Fig 30 MCAS Model for Graphite

MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUNDS
Every molecule must be representable by a structure that does not require electron pairing,
coexistence, in the traditional sense. This section extends the MCAS process to a few of the
more common ones.
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A. ISOELECTRONIC CARBONATE, NITRATE, AND SULFUR TRIOXIDE
Carbonate and nitrate ions are quite common species to the chemist. Each is often
represented by resonance structures with single and double bonds. The MO structure,
of course, shows only one type bond between the central atom and the surrounding
oxygen atoms. The MCAS structure for these two are shown in Figure 31 along with their
isoelectronically neutral, SO3 analog. As with benzene, graphite, etc., the electrons that
ﬂow from atom-to-atom do so in the plane of the nuclei. The three electrons of each atom
that corresponds to the current py-orbital pulse in unison above then below the plane – the
electron piston. In the normal mode, those of the central atom (shown as green) pulse in
opposition to those of the surrounding atoms (shown as aqua); the molecule rocks. No
electrons are transferred between atoms via the π| bonds. The underlying electrons of sulfur
add to the S-O bond strength.

Fig 31 T12-Orbital Conﬁguration for Isoelectronic XO3
B. PHOSPHOROUS AND ITS OXIDES
Phosphorous should form a dimeric molecule like nitrogen does, but under ambient conditions
white phosphorous exists as a tetramer. Presumably the underlying electrons prevent the
closeness of approach that the σΞ triple bond needs to form. Possible MCAS structures are
shown in Figure 32. The xyz-fused structure looks very nice, but has too many orbitals (22)
for the number of electrons (20). There is also a problem of electron alignment when oxygen
atoms are added during oxidation. Rotating each cube about the molecular tetrahedral axis
eliminates two locations. This is the tetrahedrally fused structure shown. Each phosphorous
atom has four dedicated electrons (three aqua and one blue). Each atom’s one remaining
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electron is shared via the tetrahedrally disposed, purple, routes. Here, as in most cases,
atoms do not contribute more than one electron to the general cause.

Fig 32 MCAS Structure of Phosphorous (P4)
When white phosphorous is partially oxidized, the ﬁrst six oxygen atoms attach to the “faces”
(see Figure 33).

Fig 33 MCAS Structure of P4O6
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When oxidized further, the second four oxygen atoms go on the apex positions after ﬁrst
abstracting an electron from each phosphorous atom. A σΞ single bond is formed (see
Figure 34).

Fig 34 MCAS Structure of P4O10
C. SOME DIBORANES
Boron presents some of the most interesting molecular structures because of its valence
electron deﬁciency. Borane forms a dimer (see Figure 35). Traditionally, the bridging hydrogen
is taken to form a two-electron, 3-center bond with the two boron atoms. It makes more
sense, however, to consider each B-H bridging linkage as a σΞ-bond with each hydrogen
atom having two electrons (hydride). Electron-transfer between hydrogen and boron can
be envisioned.

Fig 35 MCAS Structure of Biborane
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Boron forms numerous spherical, pseudospherical, or cup-shaped molecules. Hexaborane
dianion (B6H6 =) and its isoelectronic molecule B4C2H6 are two of the smaller ones (see Figure
36). The 12 electrons that remain with the boron atoms (two with each) are shown in large
blue cubes. They are exaggerated and displaced somewhat to emphasize their location and
association. These form the major bond network. The eight roaming electrons segregate into
two groups of four (colored green and aqua).

Fig 36 MCAS Structure of Hexaborane Dianion

SUMMARY
Quantum mechanics prides itself on being the epitome of logic and probability. It is, however,
based on the most improbable of events: two, inﬁnitely repelling, electrons sharing the same
space at the same time and doing it in an energy-lowering manner! Electron spin-reversal is a
myth that has led to a mysticism of numbers in QM. And, while this mysticism may be useful in
exploring the unknown, it has no place in any science that purports to represent reality.
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The MCAS Way describes another way that electrons can move about in atoms and molecules.
In it, electrons remain as far removed from one another as possible in maximal symmetry.
Electrons are particulate, but the space they occupy is not; hence, duality and the usefulness of
probability mathematics. There are no spherical atomic orbitals and orbitals change as electrons
are added or removed. Electrostatic interactions rule.
Covalent bonding is electrostatic bonding wherein orbital interactions prevent unbridled
precessing. Ionic bonding is electrostatic bonding wherein the crystal matrix performs this task.
Covalent bonds are of the σΞ or π|π_ genre. There are no π bonds in triple bonds. And, there
are no stable sigma bonds wherein electrons amass on the axis between two nuclei.
Current ﬂow can occur when orbital alignments allow electrons to synchronously move from one
orbital space to another. Such ﬂow occurs solely within nuclear planes; i.e., there is no signiﬁcant
perpendicular component. Perpendicular electron motion is piston-action, orbital waxing and
waning that provides the primary bonding between the atoms of these type molecules. Benzene
is a ﬂat-headed, six-cylinder engine with electrons counterﬂowing in its nuclear plane as deﬁned
by the aromatic deﬁning 2(2n+1); i.e., two counterpoised groups each having an odd number of
electrons.
The electronic structure of atoms and molecules does not have to be explained by means of
electron spin-reversal and amassing along internuclear axes. If no alternative were available,
it would be logical to employ the most useful description, even if it were based on a highly
improbable, if not impossible, scenario. Touting and endorsing such a stance to the exclusion
of airing and moving to alternatives without such a scenario, however, is pure lunacy. Science
becomes no better than the mystics it deplores. “nlms” just replaces “666”; or “111”, if you prefer
the holier-than-thou view. Quantum science chooses to worship a diﬀerent god. Interestingly, it
is a god that, by the very laws of science, can not exist — mysticism at its supreme.
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ELECTROSTATICS FOR MCAS MODELS
ABSTRACT
Single bonds between atoms do not have paired-electron couplets on the axis between the two atoms. The
electron density is concentrated off-axis in meshed trigonal conﬁgurations which account for the energy of
rotation about the bond. Electrostatic calculations are made for H, C, N, O and F molecules.

INTRODUCTION
The MCAS model of the electronic structure of atoms describes an orderly placement of the
electrons around the nucleus without the need for electron spin reversal. This is achieved
through opposing electron motion in nested orbitals that is equivalent to spin reversal. The
outer shell of an element will normally have its period’s noble gas maximum number (2 or 8) of
electrons or less. Inner-shell packing is by uniform spatial allotment of orbital space between
these orbitals. MCAS is an acronym for the orbital types that occupy 3-D space: Multilobed
(tetrahedral), Cubic, Anticubic, and Square-faced cubic. This section provides mathematical
support for the MCAS methodology. Before embarking, however, G.N. Lewis deserves more
credit than he has been given in the past.

CUBE versus SPHERE
G.N. Lewis made some of the earliest electronic depictions of atoms. In doing so, he recognized
the signiﬁcance of the OCTET. The logical expression of an octet in 3-D space is a cube. Lewis
[Lewis, G.N., “Valence”, Dover Publications, New York (1966)] used one to represent his atomic
structures in 1902 (Figure 37 is a rendition of Lewis’ originals by the author). It is interesting that
he depicted helium (“He”) with 8 positions. However, since he also suggested that the indicated
structure might be the “basis” for the “Na” row, it is more probable that he was thinking “Ne”, not
“He”, when he wrote “Helium”. It is not clear what he had in mind for the “kernel” in “C/Si”. It is
clear, however, that Lewis was not concerned about 3-D placement of electrons as he ﬁlled the
“left” plane ﬁrst and then the “right”, with electrons placed next to one another. The exception,
interestingly, is carbon/silicon! The signiﬁcance of Lewis’ depictions, however, is that when a
shell is complete, all electrons will be alike! The author’s MCAS model shows how electrons are
placed orderly in this network to eﬀect 3-D symmetry and spin-pairing. For Helium, the “black”
and “white” tetrahedrally directed orbitals [designated M (multilobed) orbitals] contain one
electron each. Hydrogen has just one M-orbital. With more than one electron, the tetrahedral
M-orbital space becomes four C orbitals. MCAS orbital designations are given in Figure 37 for
each atom. The C4 states for Carbon and Silicon are elevated, as M1C3 is the ground state.
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Fig 37 Octet Structures of Atoms
In 1913, Bohr [Bohr, N, Phil. Mag., 26, 1, 476, 875 (1913)] introduced his spherical model of the
hydrogen atom. In 1916, Lewis [Lewis, G.N., J.Am. Chem.Soc., 38, 762 (1916); also Lewis, G.N.,
“Valence”, ACS Monograph Series (1923)], departing from his cube representation, proposed the
familiar valence-bond octet structure wherein electrons pair to form a bond between atoms; so
intent was he on surrounding atoms with 8 electrons. Schrödinger [Schrödinger, E., Ann. Phys.,
81, 109 (1926]] and Pauli sealed the fate of the spin-paired, overlapped, double-electron orbital
and subsequent bond between atoms. Scientists of the 20th century never looked back - too
bad. Skillful mathematicians could/would have modeled anything. As it was/is, the homophilic,
electron couplet got sanctiﬁed. Humans have free choice, but I was not aware that electrons
do.
A signiﬁcant feature of the original Lewis cubic representations was that no two electrons occupied
the same space. Indeed, Pauli’s exclusion principle should have been just that. (Actually, Pauli
had one electron per box — one oriented with the ﬁeld and one against. He did not specify spin
reversal, but spin opposition — the basic feature of the MCAS approach.) Instead of securing
a model that would do this, the mathematicians simply modiﬁed their mathematics to allow two
electrons to share the same space with diﬀerent “spin” numbers. Pauli was happy and other
reservations, if there were any, were drown in the wake of the power(ful) surge.
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Lewis’ valence-bond octet followed the principle that an atom tries to surround itself with eight
electrons. The octet rule should have been that “an atom tries to cover eight positions”. Coverage
does not require two electrons directly between the atoms! Indeed, the electrostatic repulsion of
two electrons in the same space precludes two electrons from occupying the same, or generally
same, space at the same time! The MCAS Way covers positions without this whimsy. The ﬁrst
two rows of the periodic chart are given in Figure 38 with carbon in its elevated state.

Fig 38 Atomic Building Blocks of the Universe

THE SIMPLE SIGMA-XI BOND
Fluorine is the least electron deﬁcient atom (of those deﬁcient) in the list of Figure 37. The
MCAS method for alleviating this deﬁciency is for two ﬂuorine atoms to combine as depicted in
Figure 39.

Fig 39 Sigma-Xi Bonding in Fluorine Molecule
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The bond between the two atoms is created by the attraction of the positively charged nuclei
(gray) primarily on THREE of the other atom’s electrons (coded white). For this reason, it is
dubbed the “sigma-Xi” (σΞ)bond. This sigma-Xi bond is weakened by the repulsion between the
electrons of one atom and those of the other and by the repulsion between the two nuclei. The
eighth position of each atom is now “covered”. The axis (the traditional sigma bond) contains the
non-ﬁlled orbitals! Electrons are paired as “opposites” across the center of the bond.
The same bonding depiction can be made for H2. In this case, no black positions are ﬁlled
and a single electron occupies the four white positions of each atom. For O2, the three black
positions of each atom are occupied by an electron 2/3rds of the time; hence the observed
unpaired electron character of O2. For N2, the black positions of each atom are occupied by 1
electron (mirror-imaged). A similar situation occurs for the C2 portion of acetylene where the two
electrons opposite the bond are replaced with sigma-Xi bonds to hydrogen atoms.

ELECTROSTATIC CALCULATIONS
Electrostatic calculations for sigma-Xi bonds were determined for H2, C2, N2, O2, and F2. Atomic
distances were set to the published values. From this, the distance the electrons of the MCAS
model could move outward at 70.52° before repulsion terms exceeded attraction terms was
determined. Table II illustrates the exercise for ﬂuorine.
Table II. Electrostatic Calculation for Fluorine Molecule
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For the purposes of the calculations, the two ﬁrst-level electrons were always assumed to be near
the nucleus and therefore neutralize two charge units. They are not always there, however, as
all electrons move in and out in unison to form the electronic beat. To insure that the calculations
would start correctly, little or no bond forming tendency was established when ALL electrons
were very close to the nucleus — a null, hypothetical case. As the valence electrons moved
outward, bond making was favored to an early maximum and then tapered oﬀ to a “neutral”
point. This “neutral” point was established as the outmost extent of the electron movement
(orbital). Bond length would be determined by the outmost extent of the electron movement,
not the other way around! If the electrons moved further out, the bond would be destabilized.
To determine whether bond formation was favored at a distance, the electron extension for
“neutral” bond formation was held constant and the atoms moved apart. As seen for ﬂuorine,
bond formation is favored at short separations, but is essentially neutral (slightly repulsive) as
greater distances. Table III shows the essence of the activity for H2 (M-M), C2 (MC3 -C3M), N2
(MC4-C4M), O2 (C2C4-C4C2), and F2 (C3C4-C4C3), where the information in parentheses is the
MCAS electron states of the atoms involved. Movement of the nuclei together at the outmost
extension of the electrons destabilizes the bond (see the ﬁrst column in the “Variable Positive
Center Distance” portion). That the hydrogen orbital extent (0.543Å) is just half the typical C-H
bond length is probably more than coincidental. As seen the distance between the nucleus and
the electron outward motion decreases as would be expected with increasing nuclear charge
(Figure 40). Neon is estimated from the general trend.
Table III. Electrostatic Calculations for Several Molecules
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Fig 40 Extent of Valance Orbitals Based on the MCAS Model

ELECTROSTATIC PLOTS
The 3-D electrostatic ﬁelds of some simple molecules were determined for MCAS models. The
methodology was performed by ﬁrst setting the atomic components (nuclei and their electrons)
staggered in 3-D space. Next, the electrostatic sum at various points on a plane, such as
through the bond axis, across the bond axis mid-point between the nuclei, or through a nucleus
perpendicular to the bond axis was determined. Electrons were assumed to extend without
distortion at 70.52° to the distance determined in Table III. Non-valence electrons were assume
to be near the nucleus and reduced the nuclear charge by their number. Once the electrostatic
sum at each point on the plane was determined, a contour plot was prepared. (The contours
were generated by SPSS DeltaGraph software. The author found the program quite easy to
use and the contour output nicely manipulable. The ﬁgures were made with Adobe Photoshop)
Planes were especially chosen to pass through the atomic components. Although 500-1200
points were usually used, some non-smoothness occurred where the contours were particularly
steep. This should not detract from the understanding of the situation. Determinations were
made for H2, C2, N2, O2, and F2.
A. HYDROGEN MOLECULE
The hydrogen molecule is the simplest of molecules. In spite of this, the second electron has
proven diﬃcult to handle with the current quantum theory methodologies. With the MCAS model,
the M-electron on each atom occupies tetrahedral space, which are placed with the tri-lobes
staggered. Each lobe has an eﬀective charge of -¼ — elementary probability. The electrostatic
ﬁeld through the bond and four of the lobes is shown in Figure 41. The electrons do not extend
far enough to transfer to the other atom. Indeed, there may be too much emphasis on electron
transfer. Neither do they cover all the space close to their own nucleus. These positive zones
provide “handles” for reaction events for the hydrogen molecule, if the interaction distance is not
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large. In general, the molecule is broadly bathed in negative charge and, therefore, has some
innate stability towards other molecules. Unlike the current spdf/nlms-derived model, there are
no electrons on the internuclear axis. There is a greatly diminished positive ﬁeld at the mid-point
of the bond, however. The bond is stable because positive-negative attractions match repulsive
interactions.

Fig 41 Electrostatic Field for Hydrogen Molecule
Some other perspectives of the electrostatic ﬁeld are also provided in Figure 41. One shows the
ﬁeld through two of the sigma-xi lobes parallel to, but oﬀset 0.44Å from the bond axis. The ﬁeld
between the two atoms is very negative at this point! Another shows the trigonal ﬁeld through
the cross-axis of one of the hydrogen atoms. Finally, there is one that shows the ﬁeld cross-bond
midway between the two nuclei. As would be expected, the meshing tri-lobes have formed a
uniformly symmetrical, hexagonal distribution of charge. This is for the staggered conﬁguration,
of course. Rotating the ﬁelds to the eclipsed position would require energy; hence, the observed
rotational resistance for ethane and butane.
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It can be argued that experimental evidence “proves” that electrons exist between the nuclei
and, hence, on the internuclear axis. It is doubtful that electrons would stay there stationary
for very long! In any case, measured negative electrostatic density does not necessarily mean
actual electron presence! Figure 42 shows radial sums of the electrostatic ﬁeld along the bond
axis. The electrostatic sum was determined every 15° at the end of the speciﬁed radius and the
sum of these values multiplied by the square of the radius to provide a cross-sectional value.
The issue is “what is that ‘experimental evidence’ measuring?” If the experimental results show
negative ﬁelds immediately over the nuclei, then the measurement is not close to the internuclear
axis and the most intense negative ﬁeld will be midway between the two hydrogen nuclei (see
the pink, blue, and black curves where the radii are greater than 0.6Å). If the measurement is
both for positive and negative ﬁelds, then the greatest negative ﬁeld will again appear in the
middle (the green “sum” curve). Only when the experiment is able to focus within 0.4Å of the
internuclear axis (the red and orange curves) will the data not show a negative ﬁeld concentration
at the mid-point. All cross-sectional averages greater than this show a concentrated negative
ﬁeld at the mid-point of the H2 molecule. All this occurs without the actual presence of even one
electron, much less two!

Fig 42 Electrostatics of Hydrogen Molecule
Actual electron presence in the sigma bond can occur (surely, to the delight of those who must
have it so!) when there is signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the eﬀective “nuclear” charges of the two
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nuclei forming a bond and when anti-Xi electrons are transferred between atoms. The former
occurs, for example, between carbon and ﬂuorine of ﬂuoro-substituted methane. It occurs not
because two high e-density orbitals are overlapped by spin-pairing, but, rather, because one
electron of the less electronegative nucleus is drawn into its anti-sigma orbital at the expense of
ﬁlling Xi-orbital space elsewhere. Signiﬁcant redistribution of electrons may occur several atoms
away. The overlapped bond in the current quantum theory (QT) represents the probability of
electron density being present. Since only one electron can occupy the bond space at any given
time, the current QT needs to ﬁnd a place for the other electron to spend while it is not in the
overlapped region. The MCAS method has such places.
B. CARBON
Carbon atoms can join in several ways. In one, the atoms form a “triple” bond. This occurs
when two carbon atoms join with M1C3 -valence states.
1. Carbon Diatom
Figure 43 shows the situation for the carbon diatom. The ﬁrst thing that is obvious is the
lack of “negative end-caps”. One of the eﬀects of electrons is to channel positive charge.
Polymers are thus long, greatly sphinctered threads of positive charge surrounded by
negative charge rather than alternating bits of positive and negative matter. Polyacetylene
is a rigid “anaconda full of pacas”. Because there are anti-Xi electrons (⅓ electron in
each lobe), unlike the situation for hydrogen, the cross section through a carbon atom
perpendicular to the bond axis has the nucleus well surrounded with negative ﬁeld (Figure
43). Like the hydrogen molecule, the mid-point of the bond is symmetrical with a strong
surrounding negative ﬁeld (Figure 43).
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2. Acetylene

Fig 43 Electrostatics of Carbon Diatom

Figure 44 shows the electrostatics of acetylene.

Fig 44 Electrostatics of Acetylene
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C. NITROGEN MOLECULE
The nitrogen molecule is similar to the carbon diatom except that it has electrons to cover
its ends. The electrostatic ﬁeld around the molecule is shown in Figure 45. As can be easily
seen, the ends are very well covered and the nitrogen molecule presents a completely negative
capsule. The diﬀerence of the M (¼-time) and C (full-time) electrons is easily detected in the
ﬁeld sizes associated with them; especially in the atomic cross-section. As we move to the right
in the periodic table, the negative ﬁeld intensity at mid bond decreases while that around each
atom increases.

Fig 45 Electrostatics of Nitrogen
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D. OXYGEN MOLECULE
Oxygen is deﬁcient two electrons. In the molecule, 2 electrons ﬁll the three anti-Xi positions of
each oxygen atom to accommodate this. This results in a net of two unpaired electrons. The
electrostatic ﬁeld around the oxygen molecule is given in Figure 46. The strengthening of ﬁeld
at the nuclei and the weakening at mid-bond continue. The mid-bond is still covered weakly and
so the molecule has modest stability among other molecules.

Fig 46 Electrostatics of Oxygen Molecule
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E. FLUORINE MOLECULE
Fluorine is just deﬁcient a single electron. The electrostatic ﬁeld around the molecule is given
in Figure 47. The trend of electron concentration around the nuclei and diminishing at mid-bond
continues as indicated above. Indeed, while the positive-negative attractions suﬃce to provide
a strong single bond, the mid-bond region is not covered! Thus, ﬂuorine is a more reactive
molecule than would be expected from its bond strength.

Fig 47 Electrostatics of Fluorine Molecule
F. NEON ATOM
A cross-section through the neon nucleus would look much like that through the ﬂuorine nucleus
(Figure 47), only tighter. There would be no octet deﬁciency around the neon nucleus, however.
Rather, it would be symmetrically well shielded cubically.
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PNMR SHIFTS AND FIELD INTENSITY
Since the hydrogen nucleus is essentially a point in the surrounding electrostatic ﬁeld, the
ﬁeld intensity at its center is a good approximation of what the nucleus will be subjected to.
The electrostatic ﬁelds of ﬂuoro-substituted methane compounds have been determined and
compared to their NMR chemical shifts. In the MCAS system, each hydrogen atom will have
a single M-electron. The intensity of this electron and the proton at its center are omitted from
the determination, as they are redundant. The MCAS electron distribution and the resulting
electrostatic intensity at a proton center are given in Table IV. Those who want electron density
on the axis between two nuclei should ﬁnd great joy in the diﬂuoro- and triﬂuoromethane
compounds. Note that the carbon electron that would be exo to the C-F bond occupies the “antisigma” position. In these, the hydrogen atoms must point one of their lobes towards the carbon
nuclei as those “exo” electrons were their carbon Xi-electrons! Indeed, the two hydrogen nuclei
in diﬂuoromethane diverge because the two carbon Xi-electrons the two hydrogen nuclei would
normally share and, hence, both be attracted to, are gone. Xi-bonding of the hdrogen atoms
is favored in methane and ﬂuoromethane. The electrostatic ﬁeld for ﬂuoromethane is shown in
Figure 48.
Table IV. MCAS Structures Used to Determine Electrostatic Field at Proton
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Fig 48 Electrostatic Field of Methyl Fluoride (Plane through FCH)
Proton chemical shifts of some molecules are compared to the calculated electrostatic ﬁelds at
the hydrogen nucleus in Figure 49. The ﬂuorinated methane series is shown in black. The NMR
shift values are averages of available data: methane [0.01 0.232, and 0.63 ppm relative to TMS,
ﬂuoromethane (3.702, 4.263, and 4.14 ppm), diﬂuoromethane (6.862 ppm), and triﬂuoromethane
(9.542 ppm). The relationship appears very good. The red data in the plot are for compounds
whose location on the ﬂuorinated methane curve is set by their electrostatic data. The data
for acetylene corresponds to 3.1 ppm  data is reported4 from 2 to 3.1 ppm. The data for
NH3, H2O, and HF are what would be expected without hydrogen bonding. The HF value is
consistent with, and higher than, those of acetic and sulfonic acids5. Hydrogen bonding brings
a large, negative, electrostatic presence on the exposed side of the proton and can lower the
shift value; to <1 for H2O in benzene, for example6. Pure water is at 4.63 ppm, which is the
midpoint between 9.63 and -0.37 ppm. The electrostatic level for the hydrogen molecule should
correspond to a chemical shift just less than that of methane, if the electron around the adjacent
hydrogen were always distributed -¼ per tetrahedral lobe. Experimental data7, however, place
the chemical shift of the hydrogen molecule proton near that of ethylene! The blue location for
the hydrogen molecule represents the electrostatic ﬁeld at the proton when the electron of the
adjacent hydrogen is in the lobe exo to the bond. Momentary presence appears more important
here than time-averaged probability.
1

From the gNMR freeware program. Information from Neil Glagovich, Central Connecticut State University.

2

From the Central Connecticut State web site:

3

From the Colby College web site: http://www.colby.edu/chemistry/NMR/H1pred.html.

http://www.chemistry.ccsu.edu/glagovich/teaching/472/nmr/factors.html).

4 From the Cal State Stanislaus and U of South Maine web sites: http://wwwchem.csustan.edu/Tutorials/NMRTABLE.HTM, http://macweb.acs.usm.maine.
edu/chemistry/newton/Chy251_253/Lectures/HNMR/ChemicalShifts.html
5 Derome, Andrew E., “Modern NMR Techniques for Chemistry Research”, Pergamon Press, Elsevier, Tarrytown, NY, pp32-35 (1987)
6 Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 66, F-216 (1986).
7 Expected chemical shift, W.T.Raynes, “Specialist Periodic Report NMR”, 7, R.J.Abraham, ed (1978) is 26.26 (+/- 0.15) ppm – courtesy of Nikolay
M.Sergeyev, nser@nmr.chem.msu.su. Experimental value of 26.2 ppm given at http://tiger.berkeley.edu/pfrommer/nmr/nmr.html with CH4 (30.61), C2H6
(29.86), C2H2 (29.26), and C2H4 (25.43). These values have been converted by the current author to the TMS scale with a quadratic equation having
R2=1.0 for the carbon compounds: CH4 (0.30 set), C2H6 (1.2 set), C2H2 (1.8), C2H4 (4.7 set), and H2 (4.1)] – this web site is no longer available.
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Fig 49 NMR Shift and Hydrogen Electrostatic Field

SUMMARY
Single bonds between atoms do not need paired-electron couplets on the axis between the
two atoms. Bonding can be satisfactorily explained by minimizing inter-atom electron-electron
and proton-proton repulsions, while maximizing inter-atom proton-electron attractions of nonaxial components. Opposing electron motion (alignment with or against the ﬁeld) rather than
spin-reversal provides spin pairing. Triple bonds are just single bonds with less inter-atom
electron repulsion. The anti-bonding orbital is in the axis of the bond, not opposite it. Under
proper conditions, one electron can ﬁll this anti-bonding orbital in a stable molecule. Classical
electrostatic calculations and the MCAS approach provide a satisfactory explanation to atomic
covalent bonding without the need for waiving the electron-electron repulsion necessary to
generate high negative density in current approaches. The MCAS approach to the electronic
structure of atoms and their interactions allows ionic and covalent bonding to be explained by
the same set of rules.
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ABSTRACT
The overlap integral of molecular bond making is discussed ﬁrst. Atomic orbital orthogonality is treated by the
same approach. This discussion is followed by the designation of new quantum numbers for the orbitals of atoms
described by the MCAS way. Electrons occupy these orbitals, but have no numbers themselves. These sections
are followed by a harangue about self-contentment among peers.

ONE ELECTRON PER ORBITAL – PAULI
Density functions are electrostatic ﬁeld intensities associated with the probabilities of a particulate
electron actually being present. No problem when only 1 electron is present. When two regions
are overlapped to yield atomic or molecular orbitals, the resulting particulate probabilities in the
overlap are determined in the current QT as cross products and new ﬁeld intensities related.
The cross-product in the Schrödinger equation must be for an electron and it can not be an
instantaneous sum of two electrons ─ probabilities may by fractional, but orthogonal particles
are not. If cAcA [read A OR A, not A AND A] and cB2 [read B OR B] correspond to 1 electron
each, then so do cAcB [read A OR B] and cBcA [read B OR A]. Since the last two refer to the
same region, the sum must be (A-NOT-B + B-NOT-A) or (A AND B). The last (used in the
current QT) deﬁes electrostatic law. One component or the other of such an overlap (if it could
exist) would also repel the non-overlapped region at the interface. The ﬁrst summing can occur
only when the regions oscillate reciprocally into the overlap.
Consider two single point, atomic orbitals leading to a molecular orbital. This extreme case
starts with two incompatible electrons at two separated, inﬁnitesimally small, points ─ each
point, thus, has a probability of 1. Each electron has an identical, but separate nucleus. If the
two points are combined, the combined point can also have a probability of 1 with respect to
an electron. Thus, the overlap point can have an entity present; one, not two. Electrostatic
orthogonality (repulsion) forbids the combination of the two electrons into a single entity. The
entity combination is OR not AND. That other entity must be put elsewhere. In other words,
there must be a second location with a probability of 1 after overlapping. If neither electron
occupies the overlap point, then there must be two other locations. The algebra goes

ΨAB2 = (cAφ A + cBφ B)2 = cA2φ A2 + 2cAcBφ Aφ B + cB2φ B2 … ......... (1)
For this point orbital case, cA = cB and φB = -φA (opposed orbitals equally placed between the
two identical nuclei). Thus,

ΨAB2 = pA - 2pAB + pB = 0
(The overlap is a node!)……… ................... (2)
pAB = 1. ………….………………………………………… ................................... ….(3)
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Taken further, as soon as one inﬁnitesimal point is assigned the probability of an electron
being present, points an inﬁnitesimal distance away must also be assigned that same electron.
Carrying this to the overlap boundary converts the OR-sum to an A-NOT-B or a B-NOT-A sum.
Thus, an overlap region can possess only A-OR-B, but not both at the same time. In essence,
renormalizing resets the total probability to unity for an electron. The result of this is that when
two regions (orbitals) overlap, they must overlap completely, not partially, with respect to an
electron being present. An electron, if present, may have a very low probability of being in the
far parts of the overlap, but that ﬁnite probability precludes another electron from being in the
overlap. If the total electrostatic ﬁeld in the overlap is greater than the contribution from one
electron within the overlapped region, the additional contribution must come from without. If the
overlap ﬁeld is less than that from one electron, there can be no full-time electron in the overlap.
Indeed, there may never need to be an electron in the overlap. All electrostatic density might
come from without. There must, however, be unoccupied orbital space (probability always able
to be 1 as that is what deﬁnes orbital space) available elsewhere for any excess electrons that
were in the orbitals that were overlapped!
Atomic orbitals conform to a similar treatment. φ A is the pA→ eA single point, orbital vector for
electron A and its associated nucleus A. The complete atomic orbital for electron A is the vector
space in which the pA end of all the vectors is the same point. The reverse of the vector is
-φ A (eA→ pA)! Molecular orbitals are formed by “noding” the negative (electron) end of protonelectron vectors. Atomic orbitals are formed by “noding” the positive (nucleus) end of these
vectors. Equations 1-3 above hold for both. In the case of the atomic orbitals, protons A and B
are overlapped between the two electrons. When the overlap demands A-OR-B, there is no
problem as A and B are one and the same. The three nodes have a particle each ─ nothing
extra. For the nucleus to remain a node, the two electrons must act as a synchronous, opposed
couplet. The simplest (a guiding scientiﬁc truism) orbital structure that can be generated in
spherical space without the two electrons occupying the other’s space is one of diametrically
opposed tetrahedra. Particle spatial probability may be random over time, but it is highly unlikely
that this couplet moves randomly!
The “miracle” of the spdf/nlms-based quantum theory arises from allowing the renormalized
probability summation of the overlapped and unlapped regions to represent 2 electrons and
waiving the particle exclusion (repulsion) aspect of the exclusion principle. Pauli originally [Pauli
Jr., W., Z. Physik, 43, 601 (1927); CA, 21, 3309f (1927)] had no more than one electron per box
 his requirement that each electron have a separate identity. Actually, it is the quantum box
that has the number, not the electron which may or may not be present. When two boxes are
overlapped, a single box with [A OR B OR neither] should result, not three pseudo-boxes with
{[(1-fA)A] + [(fA A+fBB)] + [(1-fB)B]} or one box with [A AND B]. Overlapping two boxes allows the
system to reduce its electronic deﬁciencies, allows one electron to serve the purpose of two,
and/or frees an electron for more constructive use elsewhere! The energy change can certainly
be related to the hypothetical overlap integral that would result if electrons were combinable,
but that does not verify that such an overlap actually occurs! Treating orthogonal electrons like
money is what allows the current QT to subtly sell “two e’s in a pod”.
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The single point orbital is the very center of the current Quantum Theory’s overlap between two
identical atoms. It should be the point with the highest probability of electron presence, yet Ψ 2 =
0 — even when an electron is present! Does ∫Ψ 2dr = 1 with two electrons present ﬂow logically
from this? Doubtfully.

MCAS QUANTUM NUMBERS
Quantum electronic levels are energy levels that correspond to discrete synchronous actions
and interactions of electrons among themselves and with their nucleus (or nuclei). Precise
interactions (energies) are required to be “in-synch” while moving at extremely high speeds.
Orbitals deﬁne where the electrons of these synchronous actions and interactions physically
reside. The probability description (negativeness contour) of the orbital will correspond to the
time-averaged electrostatic radiance of an electron when present. Since orbitals form sets and
subsets, discrete identities (quantum numbers) can be assigned to them. The electrons that
occupy them do not have quantum numbers! An electron may enter an orbital as another is
leaving, but two electrons can not harmoniously occupy the same orbital space at the same time
— a requisite of orbital space (electrostatic particle orthogonality). Since several orbitals may
form a group, electrons can synchronously visit separate orbitals of the group. Electrostatic ﬁeld
additivity cloaks electrostatic particle orthogonality. Probability might not know the diﬀerence,
but electrons do.
The Pauli exclusion principle is about energy “boxes” (orbitals, levels). Orbitals exist from a
quantum number aspect whether they have an electron in them or not. That is, they represent
allowable synchronous interactions. The orbital “spin” factor corresponds to an orthogonal set
of diametrically opposed, non-coincident orbitals. This factor should have been called the “ort”
factor instead of the “spin” factors. An electron does not set the orthogonality of an orbital;
rather, electron spin allows the electron to shape the orbital terrain. E.g., 100(+½) [read in the
current vernacular as one oh oh plus ½] H Street and 100(-½) H Street are contoured as mirror
images. The combined lot relinquishes the orthogonality component to become 100(0) H Street.
It still must obey the single occupancy zoning law (electrostatic particle orthogonality), however.
Since an electron need not be present at all, ever-present orbital “spin” (“ort”) is unrelated to the
spin of an occasionally present electron!
Each atomic orbital has a unique quantum number (currently speciﬁed by nlms, although nlmo
would have been better as it would have severed the implied connection to electron spin) that
permits instantaneous, harmonious, space assignment to an electron. For the MCAS approach,
“stogh” (pronounced “stow”, where s = shell, t = type, o = ort, g = group, and h = ‘home’ orbital)
is used in place of nlms. Shell has a value 1 to n; type is 1 to 4 (M=1, C=2, A=3, S=4); and ort
is +1 or –1 (mirror-image type sets). The number of groups in each orbital type is: 1 for M and C;
3 for the transition (A orbitals) series; and 4 for the rare earth or actinide (S orbitals) series (see
below). The ‘home’ orbital value speciﬁes the group lob. M- and C-orbital types have a single
group that has 4 orbitals. For the M-type, the same electron occupies all four orbitals and h can
only be 1. For the C-orbital set an electron is assigned to a speciﬁc orbital of the quartet; thus,
h is 1 to 4. For the A-orbitals, h = 1 to 3, while h = 1 to 4 for the S-orbitals (see below).
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For the H atom, the ground state electron is in the 11111 orbital [as opposed to the nlms 100(+½)].
The ﬁrst electron in He is the same, while the second is in the reciprocal set.
1st e
H
11111
He 11111

2nd e
11-111

The orbitals for the 3rd to last Aufbau electrons in the ground states of the second row elements
are
3rd e
Li 21111
Be 21111
B
22111
C
22111
N
22111
O 22111
F
22111
Ne 22111

4th e

5th e

6th e

7th e

8th e

9th e

10th e

21-111
21-111
21-111
21-111
22-111
22-111
22-111

22112
22112
22112
22112
22112
22112

22113
22113
22113
22113
22113

22114
22114
22114
22114

22-112
22-112
22-112

22-113
22-113

22-114

“stogh” designations allow each orbital space to be speciﬁed. Whether electrons move into
and out of orbital groups or not, they must have a unique ‘home’ orbital. Changes in the
underlying electronic structure may occur as additional electrons are added. These changes are
accompanied by the appropriate change in the “stogh” designation. The changes in the type
designation of the 3rd and 4th electrons above, for example, reﬂect additional electron loading in
the M-orbitals to convert them to C-orbitals. Converting the +1 “ort” set to higher loading ﬁrst
is a matter of convention as the third and fourth electrons are identical. They are ﬁeld direction
dependent, however.
For A-orbitals, there are two opposing sets of nine subdivided into three sets of three (coplanar)
— g = 1 to 3 and h = 1 to 3 (one orbital is face-centered and the other two are edge-centered
in the MCAS approach). For S-orbitals, there are two opposing sets of sixteen subdivided into
four sets of four [a “C” set rotated 60º (relative to the standard C-orbital) about the “corner”
orbital] — g = 1 to 4 and h = 1 to 4 (one orbital is corner-directed and the other three are
squared-faced in the MCAS approach). The theorist can add, subtract, multiply, or do whatever
(even change) these numbers to allow him/her to “integer-ize” his/her mathematics. (+½ and -½
should be integer quotients in the nlms scheme!) Indeed, the theorist might ﬁnd it convenient
to consider the C orbital as just a more heavily loaded M-orbital (or vice versa) since there are
no new orbital spaces deﬁned. From a pragmatic point it seems desirable to separate them to
emphasize the uniqueness of the single loading of multiple orbitals. 2s2 gives the maximum
number of electrons (2, 8, 18, 32) in the s-shell!
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The following table gives the inert gas orbital conﬁguration and the stogh value of the last
electron added.
Element
He
Ne
Ar
Kr
Xe
Rn

1
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2

Orbital Level
2
3
4
C8
C8
C8
C8
C8

C8
A18
A18
A18

C8
A18
S32

5

6

C8
A18

C8

stogh value
Last electron
11-111
22-114
32-114
42-114
52-114
62-114

No electron has a quantum (plat) number — only an orbital! Every electron must have a ‘home’
address, however. The “miracle” of the current Quantum Theory occurred when two opposing
orbitals were allowed to merge into a sphere (Bohr’s orb ─ Pauli’s mentor) and their “spin”
(“ort”) numbers, which deﬁned immobile physical space (as diﬀuse and probable as required),
transferred to two electrostatically antagonistic, mobile electrons. Double negative! Slick trick.

NO NEED FOR PARTICLE THEORIES?
“We don’t need any particle theory” — to paraphrase the peers. Such models are looked upon
as too childish for those steeped in sophistication — an insult to their intelligence. The particulate
nature was dismissed long ago after duality justiﬁed the wave nature; the math of probability soon
followed. The fact that wave and probability solutions must include electrostatically compliant
particulate solutions got lost in the equation ﬂurry. Quite understandable as particle theories
were failing basic math; too often being unable to determine the value of (-1) + (-1) in overlap
regions.
The challenge for any QT is to include particulate solutions that satisfy electrostatic requirements,
if they are to claim completeness and robustness and, of course, to be correct. The MCAS
approach, described herein, passes basic electrostatics; always providing a ﬁnite value for (-1)
+ (-1). Thus, the MCAS particulate model gives electrostatic solutions with all e-e repulsions
“orthogonalized”; i.e., e-e overlaps and physical interactions are minimized. These solutions are
excluded from the currently accepted QT, however, where maximized e-e overlap is the rule for
bonds!
The reason MCAS solutions are excluded from the current QT is the special attribute given
to electron spin-reversal in the current QT. Spin-reversal is a form of orthogonality. Unlike
orthogonality practiced elsewhere in the current QT, however, spin-reversal orthogonality
negates e-e repulsion rather than “orthogonalize” it! Such negation would be quite obvious in
the particulate equivalent, as the particulate solution would not “blow up” as required when the
e-e interaction increased ─ that basic math problem that could not always be solved. The same
thing should happen with the current QT, but, of course, it does not. Thus ﬂows the “miracle” of
the current QT and its fanatical following.
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The MCAS approach will raise the ire of those who have bought spin-reversal bonds. Nobody
likes the possibility of having been duped, especially intellectuals trained to detect a lie. “We
don’t need any particle molecular theory”; the opposition buried in thunderous rancor — the
“miracle” preserved from another volley. Hardly the complete openness science purports to
have. Miracles are best left to the pseudo-natural. Scientiﬁc theories must openly pass every
challenge. The more critical the theory is, the greater that necessity. A theory should never fear
public airing of any opposition if it can be reconciled — only if it can not! The ultimate QT must
be reconciled to ALL aspects (probability, wave, AND particulate). As the particle component
apparently sets a stricter bound than probability, the appropriate response is, “If you want a
theory that is correct, you need to pay homage to the particulate also”.
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REACTIONS THE MCAS WAY
ABSTRACT
The SN2 reaction path is direction dependent and not microscopically reversible! Nucleophilic reactions proceed
with electron-transfer as the “kicker”.

MODELS AND REACTION PATHS
Before proceeding, it is appropriate to comment on: MCAS structures (hydrogen, carbon, and
the halogens) and microscopic reversibility.
A. MCAS MODELS OF SEVERAL ATOMS
The MCAS structures for hydrogen, carbon, and ﬂuorine are shown in Figure 50. The blue
and aqua corners indicate the directions of orbital lobes. Note the two sets. Hydrogen is in
its M1M0 base state wherein one electron roams a mono orbital occupying tetrahedral space.
Carbon is in its C4C0 (four orbitals tetrahedrally oriented in cubic space) elevated state needed
for four singles bonds, rather than its M1C3 (M and C counterpoised) base state. Fluorine is in
its C4C3 (two C units counterpoised) base state. The MCAS structures are nicely understood
with the use of cubes. Every electron in the MCAS methodology has its own instantaneous
orbital space. Electron pairing occurs through diametrically opposing motion rather than
through the spin-pairing and negative-negative repulsion negation required for dual orbital
occupation in the current spdf/nlms model.

Fig 50 MCAS Structure for H, C, and F
B. MCAS VS CURRENT MODEL OF METHYL FLUORIDE
Models for methyl ﬂuoride are shown in Figure 51. Like the MCAS cube model for carbon,
a cube representation for carbon in the currently accepted vernacular8 nicely depicts the
spatial orientation of the orbitals (sp3) —larger dark blue corners indicate 2 electrons per lob
instead of 1. Think spheres for the cubic hydrogen atoms in the currently accepted model,
8 Currently accepted basic concepts of molecular modeling and atomic structure are found in numerous chemistry texts, such as: Chemistry, Raymond Chang,
Random House, New York; Introduction to Organic Chemistry, A. Streitweiser Jr. and C.H. Heathcock, MacMillan, New York; Advanced Inorganic Chemistry,
F.A. Cotton and G. Wilkinson, Interscience, New York; and Physical Chemistry, F. Daniels and R.A. Alberty, Wiley, New York; their progeny and similar ilk.
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however. Like carbon, the cube represents ﬂuorine well whether it is the currently accepted
(sp3) or MCAS model. Other halogens will be larger than ﬂuorine. The important feature is
their common C4C3 outer shell, however. Cubes are use for the currently accepted model to
help with spatial eﬀects and because spheres and tetrahedral shapes are not available with
the modeling program used [3-D modeling program: freeware downloaded from Artiﬁce,
Inc. at www.artiﬁce.com].

Fig 51 Models of Methyl Fluoride
The 2-D models shown in Figure 51 give a touch of 3-D character to the planar. The dense
red lines indicate point-to-point lines in the plane of the paper. Two H’s or two electrons
at any point in the MCAS representation should be interpreted as one above and one
below the plane. Wedges would give even more 3-D character. In the currently accepted
representation, one H and two electrons are above and one H and two electrons are below,
while four electrons should be read two up and two down. The similarity between this 2D representation of the currently accepted model and the Lewis octet structures should
be apparent. The more dispersed electron nature of the MCAS structures should also be
obvious. Every electron in the MCAS methodology has its own instantaneous orbital space.
Electron pairing in the MCAS models occurs with opposing motion rather than orbital overlap,
however! Negation of negative-negative repulsion (required for two electrons to be in the
same orbital) is not needed in the MCAS methodology as it is in the currently accepted
methodology. Thus, in the MCAS models, the sigma bonds have no electrons in them. The
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bond between the carbon and the ﬂuorine is called a sigma-Xi (σΞ) bond; as are those
between carbon and hydrogen.
The MO for the currently accepted methodology is straightforward, IF spin-paired negation
of negative-negative repulsion is accepted. The MCAS MO depicts the bond between the
carbon and ﬂuorine as a 6-electron Xi bond (see the 3-D view for the electron placements).
The three electrons on the opposite side of the ﬂuorine and the three CH bonds (B-arrows)
oppose the Xi bond. The Xi/anti-Xi levels are shown with no net change in energy, although
this is not the case. The net gain in energy in forming the bond is allotted to the exo-sigma
electrons that are now paired by opposing action. They are placed on opposite sides of the
atoms from the bond to give them spatial meaning. As noted before there are no electrons
in the sigma bond — only overlapped negative ﬁelds. Placing electrons in the bond negates
the reason for forming the sigma bond. Spin-reversal negates negative-negative repulsion
only in the same orbital space! A godly act, so eﬀortlessly done. Slick, although the atomic
orbital application needed a hand from Hund.
C. MICROSCOPIC REVERSABILITY IS NOT
Microscopic reversibility has been invoked to justify that SN2 racemization reactions have
a single Transition State regardless of direction. The rationale being that momentum (and
every other action!) is instantaneously reversible at every moment. This seems a rather
unlikely situation for this type reaction! Indeed, the situation is much like pole vaulting. The
vaulter starts down the runway and vaults up but not over. Eventually, he vaults over the wall
feet ﬁrst. After falling down on the other side, the vaulter goes to the head of the runway
and reverses the event ─ again feet ﬁrst over the wall. In the macro sense, the forward and
reverse actions are identical, although the attempts might not be the same! At the instance
of going over the wall, “the Transition States” of the two are mirror images! The fall after
the max is the same for the forward and reverse; neither the same as the rise — to imply
otherwise, as is commonly done, over simpliﬁes and misleads. In the more correct and, I
believe, original interpretation of microscopic reversibility with Y1 and Y2 identical (!),

Y1 + RY2 → Y1R + Y2 and Y1R + Y2 → Y1 + RY2
proceeds through identical paths. Since, in this case, the forward and reverse reaction paths
are mirror images, the Transition States will be mirror images. Having the two Transition
States be independent of path direction (centrosymmetric here) would be most unusual, but
still highly touted! The pre-transition and post-transition routes might, however, be similar as
in the graphical presentation of Figure 52.
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Fig 52 Nucleophilic Racemization
The Transition State is said to be the highest energy level to which reactants can go, reverse
momentum, and return to base. In this sense, an inﬁnite summation of momentum reversals
equates to microscopic reversibility. No single trip up the energy curve, however, is reversible
at every point — only at its energy maximum! Only the maximum-maximum Transition
State can reverse in either direction and then only if it is path-independently identical. More
generally, the Transition State is that assemblage on the reaction energy path at which the
assemblage components can NO LONGER reverse to base.

SN2 REACTIONS THE MCAS WAY
The C—Y2 bond is constantly stretching and contracting. When the bond stretches extensively,
the exo-sigma electron (low-energy state ─ carbon in C4C0 state) moves to the sigma bond
(high-energy state — carbon now in a C3C1 state) to minimize charge separation (see the MO
in Figure 51). [Note that when ●CF● becomes C●F●, it becomes naturally polarized (+-+-)!]
Stretching becomes more diﬃcult as bond energy increases — thus, a strong dependence of
leaving group propensity on bond energy. If the stretch is violent enough, the Y2 group will leave
with the electron in spite of the separation of charges — SN1 type. Usually, however, the C—Y2
bond returns to normalcy and the electron returns to the exo-sigma orbital (C3C1 returns to C4C0
— MCAS vernacular). If there is an e-donor (Y1) nearby when the exo-electron is transferred
to the sigma bond, this e-donor can supply an electron to the now vacant exo-sigma orbital,
IF the electrostatics (electrode potential) is satisfactory. When this occurs, the electron in the
sigma bond can no longer return to the exo-sigma orbital as the carbon is in the C4C1 state.
The destabilized sigma bond now dissociates with the Y2 group leaving with the sigma bond
electron. This allows the bond to dissociate at signiﬁcantly lower Transition State energy as
charge separation is minimized. The e-donor, now electron deﬁcient, follows its electron and,
thus, “attacks” the carbon. At this point, the C3C1 carbon reorders to C4C0, the non-dissociating
bonds on the carbon move to their new location (Walden inversion), the leaving group is further
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repelled, and the “attacking” group forms a sigma-Xi bond with the carbon. The sequence is
depicted in Figure 53, where the e-transfer step (the Transition State) is highlighted.

Fig 53 SN2 Reactions the MCAS Way
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Carbon will become more positive in the Transition State as the leaving group stretches away.
Therefore, electron-withdrawing groups on benzyl halide should retard the reaction by making
carbon C4C0 to C3C1 more diﬃcult. The reaction of pyridine with substituted benzyl bromides in
acetone shows just such an eﬀect [Sudgen, S. and Willis, J.B, J. Chem. Soc., 1460 (1951); cited
in Physical Organic Chemistry, J. Hine, McGraw-Hill, New York, p172 (1962) with an earlier
reference to Baker, J.W. and Nathan, W.S., J. Chem. Soc., 236 (1936).]
The Transition States of F- + H3CCl and FCH3 + Cl- are shown in Figure 54. Note that the two
do not have the same Transition State. At the time of electron transfer (“the kicker”), the two are
neither superimposable nor mirror images! The same Transition State exists only IF all the atoms
(AND electrons for that matter) are in identical positions; i.e., they must be superimposable. In
the currently accepted explanation of SN2 reactions, the amount of bond formation and bond
breaking are said to diﬀer (polarization invoked to explain the halogen behavior, see below). A
superimposable Transition State exists only if attacking and leaving groups are identical; maybe
not then — just mirror images! Microscopic reversibility, in this sense, is trashed.

Fig 54 Forward and Reverse Nucleophilic reactions
One way to think about the SN2 reaction is to consider the barrier as a moveable incline.
The lowest energy path available without help is the top of the incline (actually a saddle in
energy space) at its highest level. When this occurs, the Transition State is path-independent
(centrosymmetric when Y1=Y2) and should be governed by bond strengths. The nucleophilic
center and its associated groups (all those R’s) will be in their maximum energy (planar) state,
however — maximum-maximum! At the moment this transition forms, all components are
stationary. Indeed, microscopic reversibility is possible (see Figure 55). If the height of the
incline is suddenly lowered while the species are racing up it, however, they will careen over
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the brink and down to the base on the other side. In the MCAS version of the SN2 reaction,
electron transfer suddenly lowers the height of the incline. The lowering need not be, and is very
unlikely to be, the same in both directions. Note that when Y1=Y2, Figure 55 becomes Figure
69 if the upper portion (slice) between the two Transition States is eliminated. The Transition
State is direction dependent and not reversible, however! A microscopic reversal in atomic
positions is hardly suﬃcient to allow the electron to overcome the energy barrier required for its
return. Thus, a microscopically reversible Transition State becomes a very rare event - the most
energetic way to go.

Fig 55 SN2 Reaction Path the MCAS Way
e-Transfer is the “kicker” that destabilizes the bond to the leaving group (Y2) at a time
when Y2 has moved away (stationary or no) from the carbon atom and, thus, facilitates SN2
substitution. It is called “the kicker” because, even if the leaving group has stopped moving
away (the situation when the molecule has just enough energy to reach this point), it gives it a
“kick”. The nucleophilicity of some species [Gould, E.S., Mechanism and Structure in Organic
Chemistry, Holt, New York, p259, (1959] are given in Figure 56. Those in series A and B have
the same nucleophilicity order as their basicity or bond strength. In the currently accepted
scheme, strong bonds make for strong initiation. Those in series C have the reverse relationship
- polarization invoked to explain the turn-about. Of course, polarization is mainly the ability
to release one’s electrons. All three series should, however, correlate with the following, 1electron transfer, half-reaction

RZe ¯

→

RZ + e ¯
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Fig 56 SN2 Nucleophilicity
In 1954, Edwards [J. Am. Chem. Soc., 76, 1540 (1954); O. Foss, cited therein, is credited
in 1947-1949 with observing that nucleophilicity followed electrode potential!] demonstrated
mathematically that the oxidation potential of nucleophiles was the dominant factor in their
nucleophilicity. The exact reason unclear until now.

ELECTROSTATICS OF METHYL FLUORIDE
Electrostatic models of methyl ﬂuoride support the SN2 reaction model given above. Fluoromethane
is a simple molecule with an electronegative leaving group. Fluorine is not a particularly good
leaving group, because of its strong bond with carbon, but it provides the necessary ingredients
for illustrating a SN2 reaction. Figure 57 shows the permanent polarization aﬀorded by the
ﬂuorine atom attached to methane and the extreme polarization eﬀected by the transfer of
the exo electron to the C—F sigma bond. Note the repulsive interactions in Fig 57 created
when there is an electron in the sigma bond! Note also the additional negative repulsions that
result when an electron is transferred to the molecule during the Transition State. The bottom
two images show the electrostatics opposite the sigma bond before and after the exo electron
is transferred to the sigma bond. As seen, the exo electron protects the carbon from attack
opposite the bond.
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Fig 57 Electrostatic Field of Methane and Fluoromethane
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The previously protected posterior of the carbon now provides a rather strong “attraction” for
“loosely attached” electrons. If none is around, the electron will shift back to the exo-position,
as the carbon-end of the bond is now more electronegative (positive) than the ﬂuorine-end.
Actually, the electron is still part of the carbon’s orbital system. If, however, an electron jumps
from the protruding lobe of a nearby donor (irreversible REDOX lightning!), the ﬂuoromethane
molecule becomes an anion and the anti-bonding electron can no longer return to the exoposition, but departs with the ﬂuorine atom (Figure 57). “Push” is provided by the repulsion
between the anti-bonding electron and the three carbon electrons that formed the C-F sigma-Xi
bond. As the leaving group departs, the nucleophile that lost the electron follows that electron
to form a new, sigma-Xi bond with the carbon atom. The carbon electron structure and the
accompanying substituents undergo Walden inversion.

SUMMARY
There are no electrons in the sigma bond in the MCAS methodology. Those corresponding to the
bond are exo (on the other side of the atoms) to the bond. When the exo-electron is transferred
to the sigma bond, the bond is destabilized. If an electron donor (nucleophile) is near enough,
it supplies one electron to the now vacant exo-sigma orbital, IF the redox potential is suﬃcient
to allow such a transfer. When this occurs, the electron in the sigma bond can no longer return
to the exo-sigma orbital. The destabilized sigma bond now dissociates with the leaving group
taking the electron. The electronic structure of the nucleophilic center now reorders with Walden
inversion of the attached atoms as the nucleophile continues forward to form the new bond.
The SN2 reaction path is direction dependent and not microscopically reversible! Even if the
atoms could take a microscopic step backwards, such a move would be insuﬃcient for the
electron to overcome the electrode potential required for its transfer back to the nucleophile.
Thus, microscopic reversibility and path-independence as pertains to the Transition State is a
highly improbable event in SN2 reactions.
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A YBCO SUPERCONDUCTOR
AND CUBIC ATOMS
ABSTRACT
This portion describes how superconductivity occurs in a YBCO ceramic. It also explains how oxygen atoms
can conduct and insulate — something that the current quantum theory fails to do. The explanation involves the
representation of atoms as having cubic and set character as described by the MCAS orbital conﬁguration.

INTRODUCTION
Ceramic superconductors have received considerable attention in the past few decades. A
general introduction by R.W. Dull and H. Richard Kerchner is available on the Internet [http://
www.ornl.gov/reports/m/ornlm3063rl/contents.html]. The goal, of course, is to generate one that requires
minimal cooling and has lots of current carrying capacity. Perovskite matrices are quite popular.
With a -1400C upper limit, the current best systems, however, require considerable cooling to
operate. The generally accepted explanation for superconductivity is the BCS theory of the
1972 Nobelists Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieﬀer — another example of the genius of electron
spin-reversal. They have electrons drafting like racecars! Overlooked in all this is the fact that
electron OR-duality is forbidden by the very QM conditions that engendered it — thus, since
electronic orbitals extend to inﬁnity; all electrons are always in all of every atom’s orbitals and
can never be a particle; but they are detected as such. This paper explains the superconducting
ability of YBa2Cu3O7 in terms of atomic orbital spatial pinning and overlap without spin-pair
drafting, spin-reversal, or OR-duality. The orbital conﬁgurations are those of the author’s MCAS
electronic model.

YBa2Cu3O7 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
The structure of the YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) perovskite will be presented in its principle components
to guide the reader. The ﬁrst component to be addressed is the layer of non-conducting, parallel,
rigid, and coplanar CuO3 -3 “spines”. Figure 58 has these spines running in and out of the page.
The Cu-Cu spacing in this z-direction is ﬁxed by the intervening O. The O’s in the vertical ydirection provide the constant length “studs” on which the next layer will rest. The coordination
of these Cu atoms is square planar as would be expected for Cu+3. The Cu-Cu x-spacing in the
ceramic is set by the size of metal cations placed between the spines. For YBCO, it is Ba+2. In
all this, there may be an optimal Cu-Cu distance; not so much for this ionic part, but to the extent
that this part helps determine the dimensions of the next layer and, hence, its conductivity.
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Fig 58 Layers of YBCO Ceramic
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Unlike the planar CuO3 -3 spines, the next layer undulates. The undulating pattern has all the
Cu atoms in one plane with all the O atoms in a slightly separated parallel plane (see Figure
58). The Cu atoms of this undulating plane rest on the ribs of the spines described above
(see Fig 58). The Cu atoms in this plane are indicated as Cu0 and the O atoms as O -1. This is
for emphasis and will be discussed later. The Ba+2 atoms set the Cu-Cu x-dimension. Thus,
a trilayer network is formed that has a central ionic, non-conducting, rigid ceramic core of
unidirectional spines. The two outer layers are bi-directional “quilts”. It is obvious from Fig 58
that there are two diﬀerent Cu-O atomic interactions. The Cu atoms are so far removed from
one another that they should poorly conduct; but the layer superconducts! It is obvious that the
O atoms participate in the conductivity of this layer, but serve as insulators in the central ionic
layer! A rational explanation for the diﬀerent oxygen behaviors is readily understood in terms of
the author’s MCAS model of atomic orbitals.

MCAS ATOMIC CONFIGURATION
The MCAS atomic orbital model has been present extensively already. For the purposes of
this section, only the pertinent O and Cu structures will be presented. The atomic structures
for O0, O -1 and O -2 are presented in Fig 59. Oxygen has two opposing, 4-lobed, tetrahedrally
oriented sets in the “valence” shell (represented by aqua and blue sets in Figure 59). For O -2,
all eight of the C-orbitals are ﬁlled (C4C4). For O -1, one of the orbital positions is vacant (C4C3);
for O0, two (C4C2). For Cu, the electrons that are called “d-electrons” in the current spdf/nlms
model are combined with the “s” and “p” electrons of the same level to create the A-orbitals of
the MCAS model. The A-orbitals are directed towards the 12-edges and 6-faces of the cubic
orientation. For Cu0 in the current case, the last 19 electrons are distributed as follows: 1 each
in two opposing, tetrahedrally oriented, M-orbitals and 17 in the A-orbitals. (In the ground state
Cu has 1 M-electron and 18 A-electrons.) This arrangement leaves one face slot vacant (see
Figure 59). An O -2 electron will address this deﬁciency. For Cu+3, 1 electron will be in each of
opposing M-orbitals and 14 in the A-orbitals. This leaves four faces vacant (see Figure 59, where
vacancies are opposite one another; the other facial electron is opposite its counter). A squareplanar arrangement of the oxygen atoms occurs around Cu+3 to alleviate these deﬁciencies.
There is no need for oxygen atoms in the x-direction of the central, CuO3 -3, ionic layer as the Cu
atoms have face electrons in this direction. Of signiﬁcance is the diﬀerence in the distribution of
face electrons between the two Cu types. This diﬀerence exists even if the Cu0 atom loses its
two M-electrons to become Cu+2 as would occur if the electrons were primary associated with
the neighboring O -1 atoms.
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Fig 59 MCAS Representation of Oxygen and Copper
The above MCAS electronic conﬁgurations are used to construct a model of the repetitive
Cu3O7-7 unit (Figure 60; laid on its side to conserve print space). From this model, two diﬀerent
Cu-O interactions are seen: one in the CuO3 -3 central layer and another in two CuO2-2 outer
layers. The ionic central core has O-atoms with fully ﬁlled orbitals. They provide “face-deﬁcient”
Cu-atoms with electron negativity. Since the two ends of the oxygen cube are related to two
separate C-orbital sets (aqua and blue in Figure 60), there is no electron transfer between these
Cu atoms. Note that this O-atom also supplies electron negativity to the single, e-deﬁcient face
of Cu0.

Fig 60 Cu3O7-2 Unit of YBCO Superconducting Ceramic
The arrangement of the outer two layers has a Cu0 atom supplying electron density to two O -1
atoms. The designation of Cu0 is used here to emphasize the continuity of electron density in
the continuously overlapped orbital case. In a discontinuous system, the charge density will
more likely be [Cu+2(O -2)2]. In this event, the Cu atoms provide electron “holes”. Since the two
M-orbitals of the Cu0 oppose one another, there is no cross-talk between the two O -1 atoms.
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FREEFLOW OF ELECTRONS
The key to electron superconductivity in this system is the “set” relationship of atomic orbitals.
This relationship is an integral part of the MCAS electronic model. The “tetrahedral” corners of
the cubic conﬁguration are interconnected; i.e., electrons ﬂow freely to each of these corners
from the others. Thus, if an electron is supplied to a vacant corner, one can be removed to
maintain electron density from its tetrahedrally associated member without the energy barrier
associated with transferring it to another orbital set within the same atom. This process requires
that a vacant, overlapping orbital from another atom be present for that electron to enter. If such
an arrangement can be produced, then a nearly linear (a few Ångstroms oﬀ-line) conducting
thread will result. These relationships are presented in Figure 61. Note that all the connections
involve “blue” orbital sets for this ﬁlament. In the conducting layer of YBCO, the Cu0 atoms serve
as cross-points for conducting threads in perpendicular directions. Since each direction uses a
diﬀerent M-orbital on the Cu0 atom there is no cross-talk. This is shown in Figure 61. The aqua
and blue tetrahedra are orthogonal to one another. This orthogonal arrangement addresses
the problem that required the current quantum approach to adopt “electron spin-pairing” via
“electron spin-reversal”. Here, however, no spin-reversal is required — spin opposition provides
magnetic nulling through opposed ﬂow.

Fig 61 MCAS Model of Conducting Threads and Flow in YBCO
To reduce the charge separation in the CuO3 -3 portion, electrons on the O -2’s could be transferred
to the Cu+3; maybe even oscillated between the Cu and O. In essence, the Cu+3 would become
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closer to Cu+1. Unlike the case above with CuO2-2, however, electron transfer from Cu to Cu is
forbidden as the two Cu’s interact with diﬀerent O-orbital sets on the same O. The O atoms act
as insulators here.
The Y+3 atoms stabilize the O -1 cubes by reducing their rocking. One electron in an O-atom
corner provides the electron density in a corner of the bcc arrangement in the center of which
sits the Y+3. The copper atom diﬀers from its silver and gold analogs in having no underlying
A-set. This should inﬂuence the facial Cu-O interactions. Every CuO conducting strand is an
isolated conductor even if it goes through the same Cu atom as another strand! A chip of this
ceramic is a multilayered array of conducting ﬁlaments. Is this a microcircuit designer’s dream
or nightmare?
When no electrons are being added and removed, the electrons in a strand (or strand segments
of a broken strand) oscillate back and forth. Thus, there is a certain amount of resonance
energy and a related magnetic ﬁeld. External ﬁelds may interfere with the establishment of an
extended ﬁeld, but, once established, the ﬁeld should resist inﬂuence from an external ﬁeld; as
observed. It would be interesting to determine the deviation from linearity that would allow an
in-plane circle to be formed and still conduct — a perpetual micro-cyclotron.
The MCAS version of Figure 58 (without the Ba+2 atoms) is given in Figure 62. For clarity and
emphasis of various interactions, slabs are shown in Figure 63.

Fig 62 MCAS Model of YBCO sans Barium
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Fig 63 Various Slabs through MCAS Model of YBCO sans Barium

LIMITS ON CONDUCTION
The obvious ﬁrst consideration in eﬀecting superconductivity is the optimal overlap of atomic
orbitals. This provides a “covalent” nature to the interaction. The eﬀort required to establish the
junction and its “goodness” determine the onset temperature. The cubic nature of atoms requires
that their faces be strictly aligned (coincidence) with the x-z plane of the conducting layers for
optimum orbital overlap. In addition, proper alignment of the intra-related atomic orbitals to the
orbitals of adjacent atoms is essential for superconductivity.
In the current YBCO, the conductivity in the z-direction is restricted by the presence of the
oxygen between the Cu-atoms of the ionic central layer. The anisotropy generated by varying
the Cu-Cu dimension in the x-direction will provide information on the optimal Cu-Cu distance
in the conducting layers.
Next comes the issue of current density, This is related to the rate at which electrons will ﬂow
through the orbital system. And this is ﬁxed by the energy level of the electron. If the system is
overdriven, the electrons will escape the orbital space that allows them to repetitively “circle”
the atoms. (A 3-D hypotrochoid is the appropriate model; not a sphere.) Stray electrons are not
good unless you want incandescence!
Lastly, just what is the inﬂuence of the dramatic cooling supplied by the liquid gases? Is it
through orbital alignment via reduced motion (rocking, spinning, vibration, etc.), on the electrons
themselves, or the tuning of the two?
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COMMENTS
The YBCO superconductor component is not a straight-line super highway with drafting, “reversespun cars” — the BCS model. Rather, it is a highly inter- (and intra-!) connected, sigmoidal chain
of orbitals along which electrons move freely in unison. The movement is without energy barriers
to the extent that an electron in an atomic orbital has none. Thus, electrons can be added to
one end of the chain and removed from the other without the expenditure of energy to drive the
electrons along the chain; hence, superconductivity. If these conditions are not met, energy will
be required to drive the electrons from one atom to another. With a small energy requirement,
the system will merely be conductive; with a suﬃciently large one, it will be non-conductive. The
distance between electrons and their velocity must coincide with other movement in the atomic
orbital systems. The curves (orbitals) are set by the nuclei and free-ﬂowing electrons must
coordinate with the local electron traﬃc that cruises around each nucleus. There is a resonance
beat to be met. A bump from behind by another electron or too much acceleration will push the
electron out of the interconnected orbital pathway and lead to heat generation. Those who would
supercharge their electrons, and have them tailgate, need a diﬀerent conducting mechanism
than the one used by this YBCO ceramic. For others, optimizing the amplitude, frequency, and
junction interfaces of the current road might suﬃce for a while. A system operating at ambient
and near electronic speed would satisfy many for the moment.
If you think that two electrons gather on a line between two atoms to form a bond, think again! It
is hard to keep just one there. Electron “OR-duality” is invoked to justify the slick, mathematical
ruse that waves (sic) the repulsion between like-particles when in the same orbital. Before his
death, Schrödinger expressed the opinion that his equation did not justify the wave “OR-duality”
to the exclusion of the particle. Einstein opposed the exclusive wave “OR-duality”, but could
not stem the tide eager to embrace it. The surge did not make it right, however. Electrons have
“AND-duality” — wave-AND-particle properties; not “OR-existence”! Wave experiments ﬁnd
electrons intact when sought. Current quantum theory conveniently ignores the “AND-particle”
condition when it invokes electron pairing in the same orbital space through spin-reversal to
negate particle-particle repulsion. If atomic interactions are to be properly understood and
pragmatically applied, “AND-duality” must be satisﬁed, too.
Here is an interesting experiment. If vertically aligned, covalent hydrogen molecules are placed
in a row and tilted just right, they should produce a conducting strand. Imagine that all of the
atoms in the top model of Fig. 61 are H’s. For the covalent diatomic molecules, electrons are
only in the “aqua” orbitals. For the conductor, electrons could be added to, travel through, and
be removed from the “blue” orbitals. Is this the metallic hydrogen that some have sought?
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THE DELTA STATE OF
SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS
ABSTRACT
The corresponding states principle is an important concept wherein materials are interrelated. Interestingly, the
base state implicit in this activity has been given no physical identity. Rather, the base state is deﬁned as a set
of conditions at which the gas state reaches its maximum compression and liquid is no longer formed; the point
is called the critical point. This section shows that a discrete base state is very consistent with published and
new experimental data. The base state described herein has molecules traveling together in well-deﬁned smallhard or large-soft clusters. These clusters are dubbed the Delta State since they occur almost exclusively in
tetrahedral groups of four. The critical point where liquid ceases to form and only the Delta State exists is more
appropriately called the delta point.

INTRODUCTION
Over the years, supercritical ﬂuids have taken on almost supernatural characteristics: for
example, super solvent power and super heat capacity. Comments heard about very large
heat capacities being obtained above the supercritical point are dangerous extensions of poorly
understood facts. Application of these ﬂuids is often guided by the singular rule: the further
one goes into the supercritical region, the more potent and useful the supercritical ﬂuid will be.
More than one expedition into this undeﬁned region has ended in a fruitless search for the holy
grail.
A supercritical ﬂuid is a ﬂuid which exists above a certain temperature and pressure (often on
the order of 1000 psi or 70 atmospheres). This temperature and pressure are designated the
“critical point”. This point denotes the temperature and pressure above which the ﬂuid can not
be liqueﬁed. The point deﬁnes the conditions below which the single phase of constituents is
thermodynamically unstable and separates into two immiscible parts. The supercritical ﬂuid
region is deﬁned as the temperature and pressure space above this point. A simpliﬁed phase
diagram including this region is shown in the top image of Figure 64. Numerous books, articles,
and patents have been written on the application of these ﬂuids.
Often there is no signiﬁcant change in a property when the solvent is taken across the perceived
line separating the sub- and supercritical regions. The density increases with pressure in both
regions; the gradient is just not as great in the supercritical region (bottom left of Figure 64).
Also there is no signiﬁcant increase in the solubility of naphthalene in carbon dioxide in crossing
this magical line (bottom right of Figure 64; McHugh, M. And Krukonis, V., “Supercritical Fluid
Extraction”, Butterworth Publishers, Boston, 1986, p20). Indeed, there are even places in the
carbon dioxide supercritical region where naphthalene is less soluble than it is in the subcritical
region (see the 1470 psi line in bottom right image of Figure 64).
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Fig 64 Phase Diagram and Related Graphs
Probably the greatest mistake made in dealing with the supercritical region is in assuming that
it is a uniform ﬂuid with only varying density; i.e., the amount of ﬂuid present. At the end of this
paper, it should be clear that the supercritical region is far from uniform. It will also be seen
that the ﬂuids that contribute some of the desired properties of the supercritical region are even
found in the subcritical region.
Supercritical ﬂuids will be no less useful when better understood. If the properties are there,
they will still be there whether they are understood or not. What will change is the anticipation
of things that are not there, but perceived to be there. It is unfortunately that the word “super”
has strong inferences in the United States about being extraordinary. Supercritical ﬂuids are no
more extraordinary than normal liquids, gases or solids. Maybe it is time to call the ﬂuids in the
supercritical ﬂuid region by names that reﬂect what they are rather than where they occur.
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Not too many years ago, when I was taking Physical Chemistry and using the Daniels and
Alberty text, van der Waals’ equation (1) was presented in the text as a very good ﬁt of the data.
More recent texts [for example, J.P. Bromberg, Physical Chemistry, 2nd ed., p44, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliﬀs, NJ (1984)] have presented van der Waals’ representation in a less glowing
manner while retaining its signiﬁcant import.

P = nRT /(V-nb) - (n/V•n/V)a

(van der Waals) (1)

The powerful mathematics that van der Waals’ equation engendered is manifest in the
principle of corresponding states. What is intriguing to me is that a base state wherein all
the corresponding states can be related is so ill-deﬁned as to be no state at all, but rather a
set of physical conditions. These conditions denote the critical point above which liquid can
no longer separate. The ﬂuid above this point is said to possess both gas (ﬂow) and liquid
(solubilization) properties. An astonishingly high heat capacity is often cited (caveat emptor).
Uniform interaction between molecules is speciﬁed in van der Waals’ equation and thus nonideal (i.e., very non-elastic) collision behavior is required at high densities. This compromises
the collision theory concept; even if the correction is attributed to a reduction in molar volume.
Why would molecules occupy less volume as the temperature increases? That a true “state”
should exist is implicit in van der Waals’ equation. Indeed, the (n/V)2a term is a mathematical
product term. It is very much like a concentration term in a kinetic rate equation. But what is
the product? To what physical entity does this attraction term lead? Certainly, contrary to the
Danish school of thought, a mathematical description without a real world, physical description
seems a bit incomplete. If it is of our reality, then we should be able to describe it in terms of our
reality. Even the lack of a sound physical description, however, has not slowed the application
of mathematics to ﬂuid mixtures around the critical point.
The “like gas - like liquid” moniker for supercritical ﬂuids is the attempt to explain something
between liquid and gas. This section discusses the physical nature of the events surrounding
the occurrence of the critical point. In so doing, it identiﬁes the base state that all molecules
adopt at the critical point.

TEST CELL AND METHODOLOGY
The apparatus (see Figure 65) used to determine the ﬂuid nature of carbon dioxide under
pressure consisted of the following major units: a tank of CO2 or nitrogen, an ISCO 260-ml
piston-drive pump to deliver the ﬂuid, a thermostating bath or oven, a pressure cell donated by
Autoclave Engineers, and an Inﬁcon quartz crystal monitor (QCM). The pressure cell contains
an Inﬁcon quartz crystal, a thermocouple, and a pressure gauge. The quartz crystal, which
vibrates, was mounted vertically to prevent liquid from collecting on it. The pressure, temperature,
and QCM readings were all collected on a MacIntosh computer using a National Instruments
LabView program and interface board. The pump was controlled from the computer, but the
temperature was set manually. A typical pressure-increase run was accomplished by allowing
the temperature to reach steady state and then programming the pump to deliver ﬂuid at the
desired pressure while recording temperature, pressure, and QCM readings. Readings were
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taken until constant. In a typical temperature-ramped run, the pressure was set at the highest or
lowest temperature and the temperature bath allowed to reach the other temperature at its own
slow heating or cooling pace. Up cycles and down cycles were run to ensure that no hysteresis
was occurring. The temperature and pressure responses of the QCM alone were determined
by using nitrogen gas that is non-condensing over the temperature-pressure range studied. The
experiments were conducted by the author and George Sprenger of Highlands University, Las
Vegas, NM in the Los Alamos National Laboratories where the author initiated the Laboratory’s
CO2 cleaning program.

Fig 65 Typical Experimental Setup for Studying Supercritical ﬂuids

RESULTS
QCM readings varied inversely with pressure (Figure 66) up to the 5000 psi studied using
nitrogen. The response to temperature was not as systematic (Fig. 66). There was a slight
increase in response up to 75oC followed by a dramatic drop above 100oC. The upper service
temperature of the quartz crystal is rated by the manufacturer to be around 100oC and the
results demonstrate that to be the case.

Fig 66 QCM Response to Pressure and Temperature
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Isobaric and isothermal plots of the QCM data for CO2 are shown in Figure 67.

Fig 67 QCM Response to CO2 (Pressure and Temperature Corrected)
QCMs are typically used to determine the thickness of material being deposited onto the crystal
by some technique, such as by physical vapor deposition. Phase transitions of LangmuirBlodgett ﬁlms have been studied using this technique [Muranatsu, H. and Kimura, K.,Anal.
Chem., 64, 2502, (1992)]. QCMs have also been used in liquid media [Hiller, A.C, and Ward,
M.D., Anal. Chem., 64, 2539 (1992).]. The QCM thickness is related to real life by means of
correcting for the density of the material being deposited. For a solid, the QCM reading is
directly related to the thickness of the material on the crystal. For a liquid, however, the exact
meaning of the QCM reading is less clear. The most probable explanation is that it represents
the thickness or nature of the boundary layer of molecules on the crystal. It could also represent
the density of the ﬂuid in the vicinity of the crystal, but this is not entirely the case as lower
values can be obtained even when the bulk density of the ﬂuid is known to be higher (see the
decreased readings at higher pressures in Fig. 67; especially when the temperature is near or
below the critical point).

DISCUSSION
A P/T phase diagram that is often used to demonstrate the supercritical region (Figure 64)
has the liquid-gas line ending abruptly at the critical point. To a person concerned with phase
behavior, this should be alarming. The point represents the cessation of the separation of
liquid from gas as the pressure and temperature are increased. The gas-liquid line, however,
represents more than the separation of these two phases. It also represents the maximum heat
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capacity per unit mass. It is not normally thought of this way because the heat of vaporization/
condensation is not considered as part of the heat capacity of the phases in this region of the
phase diagram. The same is not the case in the supercritical region which explains why those
astonishing heat capacities show up; actually they occur in only a narrow zone. To envision
this, consider the case for water. Above the critical point, the maximum heat capacity of water
is a line that is an extension of the liquid-gas interface line up to at least 15000 psi [see Figure
68; data from Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 60th ed., E-25, Chemical Rubber Co., Boca
Raton, FL (1979)]. Indeed, there is not even the slightest discernible discontinuity. It seems
reasonable, therefore, to assume that a phase change occurs above the critical point as well
as below it. Unlike the boiling point that is only distinguished by the fact that it is related to the
pressure of our earthly aeration, the behavior in this region is more akin to the behavior at the
melting triple point — above which solid can not separate.

Fig 68 Maximum Heat Capacity of Water
The critical point is also tied to the compressibility of gases. Indeed, the compressibility is a
maximum at this point — a condition that van der Waals’ equation was mathematically designed
to represent.

THAT ANOMALOUSLY HIGH
SUPERCRITICAL FLUID HEAT CAPACITY PHENOMENON
The contour map of the heat capacities for CO2 is given in the left of Figure 69. [This data is from
CO2-PAC supplied by T. Bruno of NBS, Boulder, CO.] This contour illustrates the very narrow
region of the total pressure-temperature regime occupied by the high heat capacities attributed
to supercritical ﬂuids. This region certainly does not include much of the supercritical ﬂuid
region. Indeed, most of the supercritical ﬂuid region has heat capacities that are hardly diﬀerent
from any other region. The real concern comes when this localized phenomenon is conferred
as a general characteristic unto the whole supercritical region. Thus, high heat capacity is not a
general characteristic of supercritical ﬂuids, but is only a phenomenon that occurs in the region
near the critical point.
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Fig 69 CO2 Cp Contours
The high heat capacities are really an aberration in the methodology of evaluating the heat
capacity. They result from including the heat associated with a phase transition with the heat
capacity of the ﬂuid. This is easily forgotten when there is no phase separation. The size of
the measured heat capacity depends on the amount of conversion of phase A to phase B over
the incremental temperature range. The pressure-related phase transitions for CO2 are shown
in the right of Figure 69. The curves are superimposed at the heat capacity inﬂection point
although the transitions occur at diﬀerent absolute pressures. The heat capacity is maximum at
the inﬂection point. The changes become less steep as the temperature increases above the
critical point temperature.
The heat capacity of a dense supercritical ﬂuid at its phase transition point to gas is not as high
as that of the liquid at its transition point to gas. In the small pressure-temperature region just
above the critical temperature and pressure, a unique property occurs at the gas-to-ﬂuid seam.
This unique property is the ability to eﬀect signiﬁcant heat absorption or release without phase
separation. If such a property is desirable in a ﬂuid, it should be remembered that the pressuretemperature space for its utilization is very restricted.

CO2 PHASE TRANSITION
The transformation of a substance from one form into another can be properly called a phase
transition. Often such a transition is accompanied by a separation of the phases. Water changing
to ice or steam is an example. Separation occurs because the three phases of water are almost
completely immiscible in one another. We are conditioned to view phase transitions as phase
separations. Not all phase transitions need to be accompanied by phase separation - only
those that produce immiscible phases. Phase transitions can be more properly described as
an equilibrium between two forms. Thus,
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mA = Bm + energy; with K = [B]/[A] m.

(2)

The total conversion of one form to the other need not occur over a very narrow temperature
or pressure range, although this is common in gas to liquid and liquid to solid conversions (see
Figure 70). The extent of conversion may occur over a range of temperatures and pressures
(Le Chatelier’s principle)! In this case, the phase transition is best described as the midpoint
of the transition. This is the inﬂection point in a plot of a property versus the instituted change
in condition. A conversion between two phases could easily go unnoticed if the diﬀerence in
the property measured was suﬃciently small. This includes spectroscopic changes. Indeed,
depending on the characteristics of the two forms there may be similar interactions within and
between states. It is poor judgment to assume that all phase transitions are marked by large
changes. The large, sharp ones are just easier to recognize. If there is an inﬂection point in a
property with temperature or pressure, the material is likely to be going through a phase change.
The deﬁnition holds whether there is an accompanying phase separation or not.

Fig 70 Density of CO2 (about Inﬂection Point)
Figure 71 shows iso-QCM responses of CO2 with respect to temperature and pressure.
Inﬂection point lines are highlighted with heavier black lines and the supercritical region denoted
by lighter, gray, solid lines extending from the critical point. The supercritical region is seen to
contain considerable character in contrast to the more common nebulous view. Indeed, there
are two transitions indicated by the two inﬂection-point curves. The one at higher temperatures
indicates that compression or aggregation is occurring in the gas-like portion of the supercritical
region. The one at higher pressures indicates a similar transition in the ﬂuid-like portion. At
lower temperatures and higher pressures, the responses are lower indicating a change away
from typical liquid which hugs the normal gas-liquid transition curve.
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Fig 71 iso-QCM Plot for CO2

A MOLECULAR ASSOCIATION CONTINUUM
One of the diﬃculties in understanding the supercritical region of a phase diagram, such as for
CO2, is the lack of a clear continuum of molecular associations. Multiple crystalline solid forms
are widely recognized; probably because they can be grasped and mulled over. So, solids are
highly ordered; gases are not. Liquids have some order; probably a lot. And therein lies the
basic problem: there is nothing between single gas molecules and liquid clusters in the general
scheme of things; i.e., there is no logical, continuum sequencing of molecular clusters in overall
phase behavior.
The ideal gas law (PV=nART) describes the relationship of monomolecular species. The volume
in this equation is the total volume occupied by all the molecules and not the molecular volume.
When the total volume and temperature are held constant and the external pressure is increased
by adding more molecules, the volume occupied by each molecule will decrease. As more gas
molecules are added to the conﬁned space and compressed together, they will eventually reach
a point where each molecule will begin to impinge signiﬁcantly on one another. Two options are
available to the molecules when compressed further: (1) occupy less and less space or (2) start
clustering. At some point, only option 2 will be energetically acceptable. In eﬀect, the number
of species, as described by the gas law, will now actually be molecularly-clustered species
acting in units; something that should surprise no-one anymore than electrons spinning down
en masse. The clusters may be quasi-stable, but when they dominate, they will appear to have
a net stability. At some point the number of molecular clusters will become large. Molecular
clustering will be favored by high pressure and low temperature.
The diﬃculty that a singular supercritical ﬂuid engenders is its duality: i.e., it is a “gas-withliquid-properties” or a “liquid-with-gas-properties”. In the continuum of associated molecules,
supercritical ﬂuids are not special! Think about the situation around the critical point: liquid
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no longer separates and the molecules behave as if there are fewer of them. Now make
an assumption about what creates the liquid when the gas is cooled: monomeric gaseous
molecules. A logical extension of this assumption will follow. IF no liquid forms at or above the
critical point (even though a phase change occurs), THEN there must be no free monomers
at or above the critical point. If there are no free monomers, then the molecules must be
associating in some fashion. Ergo, clusters. Clusters will occur that approximate spheres to
facilitate rotational freedom. The ﬁrst clustering will be tetrahedral (4), as 2 and 3 have very
high degrees of angular rotation. Higher near-spherical clusters will occur with suﬃciently high
pressures. Ultimately there will be only a single cluster.
Figure 72 depicts the molecular-interaction situation. The molecules respond to the squeeze
by traveling together in compact, nearly spherical, molecular clusters. The molecules stick
together in extended associations when the phase boundary is crossed. When the pressure
level is suﬃciently high so that only clusters occur and no monomers, there is no liquid formed
when the phase transition occurs.

Fig 72 Phase Transitions involving Clustered Molecules
The critical point becomes a quadpoint similar to the tripoint where, solid, liquid, and gas coexist.
At the critical point, a liquid, a ﬂuid, and two types of gas coexist:
Liquid - extended association of molecules
Fluid - some association of clustered molecules
Gas-X - little association of clustered molecules
Gas-M - no association of molecules
The situation is presented in the phase diagram of Figure 73, which also includes conversions
to solids.
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Fig 73 Delta State Phase Diagram

THE DELTA STATE MODEL OF MOLECULAR CLUSTERING
In three-dimensions, there are few reasonable allotments that allow every molecule to be
indistinguishable from any other and that lead to a reduction in summed volume. The bests
are four and six molecule groupings. Pc /RTc is commonly ~1/4 and thus always has implied
the likelihood of a four-unit species! Thus, the clustered molecules are dubbed the DELTA (Δ)
state and the point on the phase line where monomers cease to exist should be called the
DELTA point ( ).

THE DELTA STATES OF SOME REAL MOLECULES
Critical parameters of numerous molecular species have been determined over the years by a
number of dedicated scientists. The temperature and pressures and van der Waals’ constants
of many are recorded in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (HBCP). The density at the
critical point has not always been deemed so important. Many were available in the 21st ed.
(1936-37) of the HBCP that could still be held in one hand and browsed through, but not in the
60th ed. (1979-80) which usually laid on a desk when used. These data and those of several
other molecular species are included in Table V. A listing of 20 from a total of 93 that have been
addressed extensively by the author [Williams, J.M., The Delta State: Molecular Carpooling,
copyright US Library Congress (1995)] are included.
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Table V. Delta State Data for Some Chemical Compounds

Table V includes literature data [mainly from a) the 21th ed. of HBCP, p1300; b) the 60th ed. of
HBCP, B51, C81, D194, F80, F88; c) for Hg: R. Chang, Chemistry, 4th ed., p482 (1991); and d)
van Itterbeek, A., Physics of High Pressures and the Condensed Phase, Interscience, NY, 1965,
p191.] about molecular description, T , P , density ( ), and density (liquid). The calculated
value of v was nearly a constant value of van der Waals’ b value as might be hoped: v / b
= 2.0±6% with v ranging from 0.032 to 0.44 liters/mole. Another “constancy” was the ratio
of the density at the delta point to that of the liquid: 0.369 ±0.035. The Δ4 state is an appropriate
base state for the non-functional hydrocarbons and most other compounds and elements. For
several, like water and ammonia, the Δ6 base state is needed. It is reassuring to ﬁnd the ester
isomorphs clustered together. The branched octane would be expected to be more compact
and thus somewhat more rigid in collisions, as observed. As expected, the collision eﬃciencies
decreased as the cluster size increased. Considering the range of critical values (from P/T=1036
atm/1735oK for Hg to P/T=27atm/44 oK for Ne) and DELTA state volumes (0.032 to 0.44 liter/
mole), the DELTA cluster model ﬁts the data very well. Details for constructing this table and
related equations can be found in “The Delta State: Molecular Carpooling”, LIBCONG, TXu725564, 1995 by the author.
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COMMENTS ABOUT USING SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS
Very little supercritical phase work is done right at the critical point. Researchers wander oﬀ
in search of more fertile regions to conduct their work. Since the region is not constant, some
places are better than others. The region immediately above the critical point is the most familiar
to workers in the sense that it is conveyed in Figure 64 — that nebulous region at the end of
the liquid-vapor interface. Since you are reading this, that vision should be gone. It should now
be replaced with the images of Figures 71 and 73. People do most of their supercritical phase
work in the condensed and uncondensed DELTA state regions where the high heat capacity
of the supercritical region occurs. The region containing both DELTA and monomer species is
quite useful in preserving structures, as the author has found in producing glass foams using
supercritical ﬂuid technology. The verdant pastures of the supercritical, however, seem to be
the pure DELTA state regions.
DELTA state ﬂuids will not have the range of prowess that diﬀering functional solvents possess
unless that functionality is included; and maybe not even then, since supercritical water looks so
“organic”. Although water is strongly dipolar and carbon dioxide is centrosymmetrically polar,
they both behave as if they are “organic” — presumably that means they look like hexane. This
implies that somehow the molecules are associated in such a way that the larger grouping has
little or no net dipole. Such a grouping is the natural extension of the molecular association
scheme described here as DELTA clustering.

CONCLUSIONS
In the process of mimicking the compression of gases, van der Waals’ equation uses the pressure
reduction product term (n/v)2a, which has usually been interpreted as an attraction between
molecules. This paper has demonstrated that the (n/v)2a term is a mathematical product term
that accounts for the production of the DELTA state. The b term in van der Waals’ equation
is about one-half the value of v as would be expected if it were the average of the volumes of
the monomeric and DELTA states. With monomeric and DELTA states in the gas phase, the
collision theory approach to gases is no longer compromised in pressure/temperature regions
that include the critical point; i.e., the gas law becomes

P =

(no + ε∆n∆) RT
[V- (novo + n∆v∆pt)]

(general gas equation) (3)

The DELTA state cluster may be exclusively even in number: almost always four; rarely six
- water is one (Figure 74); and only eight or more at pressures higher than that at the DELTA
point. As such, the DELTA state provides a precise base state and served as the genesis of the
author’s MCAS model for the electronic structure of atoms.
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Fig 74 MCAS Model of Water Delta State
The importance of the critical point is more than the ﬁtting of diﬀerential equations to physical
behavior. That has been made abundantly clear in the value of the corresponding states principle
that van der Waals’ equation (via diﬀerential equations) engendered. The base state implicit
in that principle is herein shown to be the DELTA (Δ) state. Additional states should occur with
assemblages that approximate spheres; i.e., ones that minimize rotation resistance.
Supercritical ﬂuid technology is currently a hot topic. Of course, the petroleum reﬁning and
chemical industries have been using it for quite some time without fanfare. Naturally decaﬀeinated
coﬀee is a common household product of the technology. But, the critical point is more than
an inﬂection point in a mathematical curve. The condition at the critical point is not just where
liquid ceases and nothing particularly ﬁnite begins. The critical point is akin to the melting point
where solid ceases and liquid begins. Only here, monomer ceases and the DELTA cluster is
the only one present. There is nothing more super or awesome about the events around the
critical point than around the melting point; they are just diﬀerent ones. For this reason, the
critical point should be called the DELTA point ( ) to give it broader scope than is currently
attributed to it. The regions around this point should be described by the species they contain
and not by superlative monikers. The description of the region above the critical point is too
often viewed in terms of density only. The DELTA state model provides a new vista from which
scientists can study the fascinating region above the critical point. Indeed, the prediction of the
DELTA state provides a starting point for additional research, e.g. spectroscopic nuances. The
DELTA state provides new vision in the area of mixed materials where discrete mixed phases
appear to form in the supercritical region; something that is hard to explain when the ﬂuid is just
highly compressed, uniformly attracting molecules. Molecules will aggregate as do people when
pressure to do so is applies. Molecular carpooling? Yes! (See Figure 75.) Some clusters (like
those of Hg) act as very rigid, near-spheres giving hard collisions between Delta state entities.
Others (like those of high molecular weight organic molecules) give more cushiony collisions,
which explains why they deviate from the hard collision types. Figure 76 shows a very strong ﬁt
of the data with DELTA volume.
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Fig 75 Molecular Carpooling: Normal versus Supercritical Gas

Fig 76 Pressure Dependency on Temperature and Delta Volume
Although the viewpoint presented herein may depart radically from some of the most basic
and universally accepted TRUTHS of science, the analyses have been conducted in the same
manner for all the materials using literature data, a simple, consistent liquid state and a simple,
deﬁnable cluster state above the critical point. It is from this straightforward, mathematical and
intuitive methodology that the DELTA state emerges as the fourth state of matter: the base state
of the corresponding states that leads to the MCAS model of atoms.
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SYNOPSIS
Short treatises were given for practical approaches to Avogadro’s number, radioactivity, tunneling
and gravity. Quite extensive treatments were given to the electronic structure of atoms and the
resulting structure of covalently bonded molecules and their SN2 reaction, to superconductivity,
and to the critical state of matter. The KISS (KEEP IT SIMPLE SCIENCE) principle has been
followed for each topic.
Avogadro’s number should reﬂect its relationship to radioactivity and thus be a power of 2.
No =279 ≈ 6.0244 x 1023 establishes Avogadro’s number as unarguably accurate and precise to
24 digits! The chunk of metal in France should be reset accordingly.
Nuclear components do not meander around aimlessly, but move in clockwork precision. If
certain conditions (weaknesses) are met, the clock will sound an alarm by releasing a portion
of the nucleus or capturing an electron. This alarm is picked up as radioactivity.
Tunneling is a “time-related” event wherein a high barrier is present nearly all of the time, but
at the moment that a particle or electron “tunnels”, the barrier is much lower so no tunneling
actually occurs! Tunneling only appears to occur, because the reverse is not likely to ever be
encountered experimentally.
Gravity is the “tuning” of the universe to a maximum crescendo while the second law creates
maximum havoc. In string theory it will be the clustering of like string bits. The “fabric” of the
universe is a neutral, 3-dimensional, double weave related to the two types of electrostatic
waves. Gravity is simply the propensity of like-charge waves to overlap. Any uniﬁcation theory
that includes electrostatic charge forces already provides the means for handling gravity. Gravity
does not require, nor have, a separate source.
Electrons at the atomic level should not behave diﬀerently than they do in our macro-world. The
current model assumes that they diﬀer, while they remain the same in the author’s MCAS model.
MCAS is an acronym for the orbital types that occupy 3-D space: Multilobed (tetrahedral),
Cubic, Anticubic, and Square-faced cubic. Atomic orbital projections are more like blocks than
spheres. Electron-spin predestined the predominant singular twist of natural molecules (i.e.,
DNA). The electronic structure about an atom is dynamically ﬂexible. Having a mathematical
description does NOT validate a model. The current quantum-mechanical model for electrons
around atoms is NOT correct as it disregards electron-electron repulsion in the same orbital.
The MCAS model of electron structure describes a diﬀerent way in which electrons can move
about atoms and molecules. In it, electrons remain as particles and as far removed from one
another as possible in maximal symmetry. There are no spherical atomic orbitals and orbitals
may evolve or devolve as electrons are added or removed. Electrostatic interactions rule.
Covalent bonds are of the sigma Xi (σΞ) [all single, some double and all triple] or pi (π|π_)
[primarily highly delocalized] genre. There are no π bonds in triple bonds and not all double
bonds! There are no stable bonds wherein electrons amass on the axis between two nuclei.
The electronic structures of atoms and molecules do not have to be explained by means of
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electron spin-reversal and amassing along internuclear axes. The electron density of single,
triple, and some double bonds is concentrated oﬀ-axis in meshed trigonal conﬁgurations which
account for the energy of rotation about the bond
A signiﬁcant feature of the original Lewis cubic representations was that no two electrons
occupied the same space. Lewis’ valence-bond octet follows the principle that an atom tries to
surround itself with eight electrons. The octet rule should be that “an atom tries to cover eight
positions”. Coverage does not require two electrons directly between the atoms! As one moves
to the right in the periodic table, the negative ﬁeld intensity at mid bond decreases while that
around each atom increases. Bonding can be satisfactorily explained by minimizing inter-atomic
electron-electron and proton-proton repulsions, while maximizing inter-atomic proton-electron
attractions of non-axial components. Opposing electron motion (alignment with or against the
ﬁeld) rather than spin-reversal provides spin pairing. Triple bonds are just single bonds with less
inter-atomic electron-electron repulsion. The anti-bonding orbital is in the axis of the bond, not
opposite it. Classical electrostatic calculations and the MCAS approach provide a satisfactory
explanation to atomic covalent bonding without the need for waiving the electron-electron
repulsion used to generate high negative density between nuclei in current approaches. The
MCAS approach to the electronic structure of atoms and their interactions allows ionic and
covalent bonding to be explained by the same set of rules.
Electrons do NOT have quantum numbers — only orbitals! Every electron must have a unique
‘home’ orbital address, however. Quantum numbers for the orbitals of atoms are described for
the MCAS way. Electrons may occupy these orbitals, but have no numbers themselves and
may enter other orbitals in the course of movement around the nucleus or molecule. Some
occur with and some without energy changes.
The reaction path of molecules undergoing an SN2 reaction is direction dependent and not
totally microscopically reversible! These nucleophilic reactions proceed with electron-transfer
as the “kicker”. Even if the atoms could take a microscopic step backwards, such a move would
be insuﬃcient for the electron to overcome the electrode potential required for its transfer back
to the nucleophile. Thus, total microscopic reversibility and path-independence to a symmetrical
Transition State is a highly improbable event in SN2 reactions.
The MCAS electronic model readily explains the superconductivity that occurs in a YBCO
ceramic. It also explains how oxygen atoms can conduct and insulate — something that the
current quantum theory fails to do. Electrons ﬂow through properly aligned molecular orbitals in
the same manner that electrons roam in an orbital about a nucleus or between molecules; they
do not draft as the current BCS model indicates.
The corresponding state principle is an important concept wherein gaseous materials are
interrelated. The base state implicit in this activity, however, has been given no physical identity.
The base state described by the author has molecules traveling together in well-deﬁned smallhard or large-soft clusters. These clusters are dubbed the Delta State since they occur almost
exclusively in approximately spherical tetrahedral groups of four. The critical point where liquid
ceases to form and only the Delta State exists is more appropriately called the delta point
instead of the critical point.
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